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I. APPBOAOHING- THE TRAVEL BOOKS

The versatility of B* Ho Lawrence partially accounts for the 
remarkable amount of scholarship and criticism his works have elicited. 
His novels have been subjected to intensive analysis and evaluated in 
countless ways. His short stories have been studied individually, 
related to the longer fiction, and compared with the short stories of 
his contemporarieso His poetry has been dissected and judged by the 
finest modern critics* His ideas, expressed in both fiction and 
essays, have been discussed by philosophers, theologians,;psycholo
gists, and political thinkers, as well as by literary critics* The 
only works in the Lawrence canon that have not been subjected to 
intensive analysis are his four travel volumes, Twilight in Italy,
Sea and Sardinia* Mornings in Mexico, and Etruscan Places, Because 
they were written by D* H* Lawrence, who is now unquestionably recog
nized as a: major literary figure, and because they are literary works, 
rather than journalistic accounts as the appellation "travel book" 
implies, these four books deserve consideration.

The criticism presently available on the travel books consists 
primarily of reviews, though most of these are quite brief and some 

thoroughly inept. In addition, Biehard Aldington has written short, 
general introductions to each of the books, and one or more ©f them is 
mentioned in almost every extensive treatment of Lawrence* s work— but

. ■ \ . : ■ 1 '' ’ ■



usually only mentioned in passing or in relation to Lawrence® s life,
to one of the novels, or to his ideas. The only truly critical study
which focuses on the travel books (although it deals only with the
three Italian studies) is a fine essay by Edward Eehls which appears
in The Achievement of Bo Ho Lawrence •

From this scant commentary we. can, however, discern several
approaches to the travel books. Surprisingly enough, some reviewers
found fault with the books because they do not conform, with #hat one
expects of a travel book. One reviewer dispenses with Twilight in
Italy, in a few words by calling it an "unusual travel book"— unusual
because it "does not attempt to tell us very much about the ‘wonders,*
natural or man-made, of northern Italy,"̂  The London Times reviewer
declares that Lawrence "might have written a good book about Italy if
he had been content to take things simply, and to see no more than he
really saw,118 Orltioizing Mornings in Hexico, another reviewer regrets
"that Mr, Lawrence is entirely subjective, that he remains the highly 
sensitive and imaginative tourist, lacking the faculty of being able

to mix with other peoples,11̂  Gonrad Aiken, reviewing the same book,

* 11D, H, Lawrence,!- The Spirit of Place," The Achievement of 
D, .H, Lawrence, ed, Frederick I, -Hoffman and Harry T, Mbore (Ecrman, 
Okla. , 1955TT"PP- 268-290. : '

^ Anon, rev, of Twilight in Italy," Review; of Heviews, LV (Feb,
1917), 218,

 ̂Anon, rev, of. Twilight in Italy, .Times Literary Supplement, 
June 15j 1916, p. 284,

h
■ Anon, rev, of Mornings in Mexico, The Nation and Athenaeum, 

XLI (Aug, 15, 1927), 642,
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finds that it is 11 done carelessly, repetitiously9 in a structureless 
and graceless proseSimilarly, several of these early critics com
plain that Lawrence is too much in evidence in the books» Francis 
Haekett dubs the author of Sea and Sardinia an Haesthetic parvenu,11 
"a Middle-Westerner =>00 aching with ideas as with apples devoured 
green,11 but condescends to add, "With an introvert so pronounced as 

Lawrence it must take years before he learns to command his personal
ity rather than doat on it.11 ̂ Garleton Beals praises the "remarkable 
poetry" in Mornings in Mexico, but objects that the poet "hushes real
ity better to hear his own celestial symphony.tl 7

More commonly, however, the travel books are praised for their 
brilliant • description and their, power in conveying 11 spirit of place" s 
"Mr, Lawrence1s intuitive phrasing brings the spirit of the scene before 
us,”̂  "There is an enormous reality about these books,"9 It is not, 
for instance, the "insights into the meaning of the various relics"

^ "Mr, Lawrence1s Prose" (rev, of Mornings in Mexico), Dial,
Limil (©ct,,. 1927), 544, •- ; ; w  V.:": , .

Francis Haekett, "A Week in B# H, Lawrence" (rev, of Sea and 
Sardinia), Hew Republic, XXIX (Jan, 11, 1922), 184-185,

7 ■ - -
"Acknowledge the Wonder" (rev, of Mornings in Mexico), Nation,

GXXV (Sept, 1&. 1927), 257̂
8 •’ Anon, rev, of Mornings in Mexico, Times Literary Supplement, 

July 7, 1927, p- 468.
Q
Kenneth Yotang, D, H. Lawrence (London, i960), p. 56.



that holds the reader of Etruscan Places,̂ according to Kenneth Young,
but Lawrence? s 11 interest in the baker? s boy and the mule driver9 and
the minutiae of the- poor men1 s travel— the •kitehenino,1 the picking
of wild strawberries $, the washing-up o’1 ̂  Indeed some eritics seem
to prefer the travel books to iiawrenee8 s other writings because, as
Richard Aldington suggests, they "are almost entirely devoted to the 

11Spirit of Place*" Eliot Pay enjoys the Mornings in Mexico sketches 
because "they are quite devoid of the 111«=temper or the tendency 
towards fine-spun metaphysics found occasionally in other works of 
Lawrence*"-^ Such readers appreciate hawrenee simply as an acute 
observer with a genius for rendering sensory experience2 in the travel 
books, they feel, one gets this side of Lawrence "straight"— or more 
.nearly so than in the novels* Hence, to many, "he is frequently at 
his best as a writer and at his most personable as an individual when 
he serves as a travel glide and companion*1* ̂ ̂

A third approach recognises the fact that these books do more 
than paint landscapes and people them with quaint figures* ©ne critic 
suggests that "ordinary books of travel depend on a topicality which 
enables them only rarely to survive," whereas Lawrence* s descriptions

10 .Young, p* PS*
Introduction, The Spirit of Place? An Anthology Gompiled 

from the Prose of 1* R* Lawrence ([London* 1̂ 55) 2 p» i%*
^  .Lorenzo in Search of the Sun (Hew York* 1955) 9 P° 98*

15 lehls, "Spirit of Place," p« 271*
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of Italy are ttessays is comparative morals.Aldous Huxley finds , 
Etruscan Places 8a beautiful and delicate work of literary art0 and 
also “a real contribution to historical knowledge. For Lawrence has 
felt his way into the minds of the Etruscans. What he says about 
their ways of thinking and feeling and being is, I am convinced, 
fundamental 1 y t r u e . O f  Twilight in Italy Anais Hin says, "Lawrence 

is again seeking the core of truth, and his voyage is a philosophic as 
well as a symbolic and sensuous one. 11 Praising Mornings in Mexico 
as "the, most successful work, aside from fiction, that he wrote," 
William fork Tindall calls these sketches "net reports but v i s i o n s . 8

These varying approaches to the travel books suggest the dis
tinction made by Graham Hough between Lawrence1s two schools of 

admirers:
There are those who love the Lawrence of the Midlands, of the 

travel books, the incomparable evocator of the spirit of place or 
the spirit of a particular societyj and they are often impatient 
of the mythology and of much of the philosophising. „ . . Then 
there are those whose real interest,is in Lawrence the prophet.

1 h - - ' ' ; - ; , ■ - .
Louis Tenenbaum, "Two Views of the- Modern Italian: B. S« 

Lawrence and Sean O'Faolain," Italia, XZXVII (June, lg6G)IIS.
^  "Lawrence, in Etruria" (Bev. of Etruscan Plaoes’V. Spectator, 

eXLIX (Mov. 4, 1^2), 629. .
B0 E. Lawrence, An Unprofessional Study (London, 1961), 

p. PI.. *
17 - - .Introduction, The Later B. H. Lawrence, ed. William York

Tindall, (Hew York, 1952), p. vj the second- quotation is from Tindall1s
introduction to the selections from Mornings in Mexico in this book,
p. I?©-



the mystic „ .• -. •> fhey tfawt to find im Lawrence a guide to
life, and are eopaonly impatient of his presentation of
, actualities»

As Hough goes on to point out, Lawrence is "an artist of both kinds1.1
,and both must tie taken into account^-if possible, reconciied-”if we
are to respond to his art* This is no less true of the travel books 
than of the novels. ; '

Literary art generally comprises several levels of meaning and 
appreciation. Discussing a play by Shakespeare, T. S. Eliot says, 
''for . the simplest auditors there is the plot, for the mere thoughtful 
the character and conflict of character, for the more literary the 
words and phrasing, for the more musically sensitive the rhythm, and
for auditors of greater understanding and sensitiveness a meaning

■ -' 19 - ■which reveals Itself gradually.* Thus, the presence of various
levels and their amalgamation into a unified whole gives us a criter
ion for defining literary art. Behls implies this criterion in his 
discussion of Lawrence8 s travel books when he recognises 88the indis

soluble components of which the book is built,11 leading him to con
clude that.“one shies away,, therefore, from the facile diction that

20makes of Sea and Sardinia a 'travel' book.“ Farther on, in his 
comments on Etruscan Places, he remarks,

" ' 18 . ■ ' ■ . ihs Bark Sun, A Study of D.-3L Lawrence (Hew York 1956)?
P »  1 5 .  ' . \  ' : - ' : . :

^  Hse of Poetry (Oambridge, Mass., 19555s p« 155«
' ,2G Hehls, “Spirit of place,« p. 285.
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Etruscan Places represents what m y  well be the definitive 

statement of Lawrence1e mature philosophy of life® . Though on 
a'simpler level an account of a tour he made by train, wagon, 
and foot to the sites of four Etruscan cities of pre-Roimn Italy, 
it is far more a journey taken on the wings of fancy® « ». .«• Hence, 
the ambivalence of the book, for it explores not only the under
ground tombs of the ancient Etruscans, but the deepest recesses 

. of Lawrence1 s mind„
The scope of Nehls1 essay did not permit him to develop these sug
gestions of levels,1' but taking my cue from him and from the modern 
criticism that emphasises this approach to literature, I propose to
examine several levels in Lawrence s travel books that, in my opinion,

■ . ■ ' - ‘ 1' -■ 22 " ' ' coalesce to produce works of art.
First, the fact that Lawrence was writing directly from his 

own experience cannot be overlooked; indeed, on one level, the books 
can be read as biographical records, A survey of the life experience 
on which the travel books are based is, then, a logical starting point.

As we have seen, it is the vivid.rendering of this experience, 
the sense of reality in the travel books that is most readily responded 
to by many readers. Such effective presentation of experience is, of 
course, achieved through the medium of language. The specific ways in 

which Lawrence employed language to transform biographical facts into 
art— the words, phrasing, sound, and rhythm of his prose— represent 
another level in the total aesthetic structures of the books and 
deservd examination,

21 Hehls, pp,2S7-8S,
See especially Bene Wellek and Austin Warren, Theory of 

Literature (Hew York, 1956) for amplification of this aesthetic cri
terion®



. Underlying and often ‘dictating the selection of details that . 
make up the rendered experience are the same themes er ideas so 
apparent in kawreiice!s novels. Without exception, these have been 
expressed more explicitly and didactically in any number of Lawr
ence’s essays; in the travel books, as in the fiction, they are,

23for the most part, integral with the "pure passionate experience,11 

Hence, the ideas or the evaluation of the experience functions as 
another level to be explored.

Finally, it is necessary to analyze the artistic techniques 
by which these various levels are assimilated— the arrangement, 
development, rhythms,.symbolism,' unifying motifs, which transform 
the experience of Twilight in Italy, Sea and Sardinia, Mornings in' 

Mexico, and Etruscan Places into art, .:

23 Lawrence, Foreword, Fantasia of the Unconscious (Hew Xork, 
1922), p, xiv.



IIo ffiE EXPEEIEHGE

"Gomes over one an absolute necessity to move,!1 Thus, in 
the first sentence of Sea and Sardinia, Lawrence tells the story of 
his life. Without a doubt the most striking feature of his dramatic 
biography is the continual scene-shifting® "lot only did he move 
from country to country, from continent to continent; even in one 
place he was constantly changing his habitation^ and the number of 
houses, cottages, villas and flats that he and Frieda occupied was 
legion. Vigorously though he reacted to the spirit of place, it 
could be. said that he responded even more vigorously to the spirit 
of movement, 11 ̂

Why? Why this compulsion to move that drove Lawrence around 
the world and made him homeless from early manhood until his death? 
Even on his deathbed, his restlessness was not quelled; in his last 
letter, he wrote, "This place no good," and indeed the day before his

■ • p 1 'death, he moved for the last time. Evidently he himself could not 
explain it. In Sea and Sardinia he writes, "At any rate, one must 
gos and at once. After having come back only at the end of October,

■*" Anthony Beal, JD, H, Lawrence (Sew York, 1961), p. 102,
 ̂lichard Aldington, D, K, Lawrence* Portrait of a Genius . 

But o , , 9 (Hew York, 1950)9 P® 412.

9 .■



already one met dash away« And it is only the third of Jamaryo 
And one cannot afford to move0 Yet there you are®*1? To some 
extentP his moTement was motivated by persistent bad health, but 
Lawrence never made a point of this reason, nor did he always 
select the most favorable places for his condition* Huxley sees 
his friend8s travels as both a search and a flights flight from
the hideous industrialism of the English Midlands, and search for

Aa place where the sources of life remained unconteoainated0 Law
rence dreamed of an ideal colony of friends living in harmony some
where, cut off from the destructive pressures of modem society,,
®Sometimes the name and site of this seed of a happier and different 
world were purely fancifulo It was called Bananim, for example, and ■
was an island like Prosper©* s* Sometimes it had its place on the

*5map and its name was Florida, Cornwall, Sicily, Mexico®** Such a 
search partially accounts for his interest in the Italian peasants, 
the rough Sardinian landscape, the dark-skinned, primitive Indians 

of Mexico and Sew Mexico, and the. life he saw or imagined he saw 
depicted in the Etruscan tombs* Though the purpose may not always

^ B® H® Lawrence, Sea and Sardinia (Hew York, 1950), p.® 9* 
Further references to this edition will be.indicated in the text 
with the abbreviation, SS®

4 Introduction9 The Letters of B® H® Lawrence* @d„ Aldous 
Huxley (Hew York, 1952), p„.xxvi® Further references to this edi
tion will be indicated.by the title® Letters®

Ibid®, p® xxviiio



11
have been eonscions and clear, Lawrence1s gaest was intense•
Oatherine Carswell describes him as "a man npen a dangerous but
■ 6 ' fascinating pilgrimage11, Rebecca West compares his journeying to

that of mystics, of the Russian saint and Indian fakir, who leave 
home and family to go and seek the ’’trwtho11"̂

Whatever his reasons, practical or philosophic, Lawrence 
gleaned from his travels much of the material for his art* His 
acute sensitivity to the atmosphere of a place, his child-like 
enthusiasm over the most trivial features of a scene, his intense 
response'to even insignificant' aspects of his experience, and his 
sharp visual memory of exact details enabled him— and his art— tpc 
benefit from this itinerant life as few could have done, 8There 
is probably no other writer in literary history whose works 
responded so immediately to his geographical environment as Lawr
ence, and certainly there is no other modern writer to whose imagin
ation ’place1 made such a direct appeal, and- in whose works, as a

' ' ■ V .■ S 'consequence, place usurps such a, central role,11

Lawrence1 s •odyssey began on. May 5? 1912 when he left England 
with Frieda von Richthofen Weeldey, who was to become his wife several

6 ' . ' ,&e Savage Pilgrimage; A Harrative of B, H. Lawrence
(Hew Tork, 1952)* R« %i» . . ... -

^ Do H, Lawrence (London, 1950), pp, 2.4-25,
■ Mark Scherer, Introduction, Poste Restante: . A Lawrence

Travel Oalendar,. by Harry T, lioore (Berkeley, 1956), p, 4,
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years later„ After a visit with Frieda1s family in Metz and a 
brief separations they met in l&mich in late May and stayed in 
nearby Icking until Auguste 'On August 5 they set off to walk 
across the Alps into Italŷ -the" journey that provided the material 
for"Ohrists in the Tirol s 11 which appeared in the Westminster Gazette 
on March 22, 1915 and was later rewritten to form the first chapter 
of Twilight in Italy, "The Crucifix Across the Mountainso#^ Frieda
describes this "honeymoon" trip as a great adventure*

• ' ■ - Eeither of us knew Italy at the time, it was a great adven
ture for both. We packed up a few possessions, three trunks 
went ahead of us to the Lag© di Gar da. We set off on foot with 
a rucksack each and a Burberry. In the rucksack was a little 
spirit lamp, we were going to cook our food by the roadside for 
cheapness. ' We started on a misty morning very thrilled.-̂ ®

One night they slept in a hay hut high in the Alps, an experience 
beautifully related in hawreheeja sketeh 9A Hay Hut Among the Moun
tains." After a few weeks in lairhofen, they proceeded down, the

■. , ■ ' ' ■ ■ ' .Tyrolean slopes, arriving in Biva, at the top of Lago di (Mrda, on

September 7» ' 1 '
Fortunately, on September 16 fifty pounds arrived from Buck-

Worth, and Lawrence-and Frieda moved down the lake to spend the

^ Harry f .'Moore,.. The Intelligent Heart? The Life of B. E. 
Lawrence (Hew.fork, 195^5 s P?.IB?» Biographical facts, in this chap
ter are taken from this book'and from Bichard Aldington’s biography, 
already. cited. Bates are verified in Harry T. Moore!s Feste Bestante.

1 rx ' " -»v1 -/ • • • , * , .Quoted by Edward Hehls,, ed., Bo_ E. Lawrence; A Composite 
Biography, Vol. I (Iladison, Wise., 1957)?. p.,175.
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win~er -a:b Gargnano .. · Writing to Edward Garnett of this place~ 

Lawrence says? 

Gargnano is a rather tumble~downish place on the lake~ You 
can only ge.t there by· steamer because of the. steep rocky moun= 
tainy hills" o o o There are vineyards and olive woods and lemon 
gardens on the hill.at the backo There is a lovely little squate 
where the Italians gossip and the fishermen pull up their boats 11 

just near o . Everything is too nice f£f l-Tords=-not a bit touristy=
quite simply Italian co~on villageo · 

In this out=of=the~way place 11 Lawrence and Frieda set up housekeeping9 

took Italian lessons from the local schoolmistress~ and gradually be= 

came a part of the village lifeo Many,of their experiences here are 
. ' : 

recorded in liThe Spinner and 't,he Monks, 11 liThe Lemon Gardens," and 11 The 

Theatre11 sketches in ,twilight E.!. Ital_yo And during the six months in 

Gargnano Lawrence completed t~e final version of ~ ~ Loversp 

l1rote considerable portions of the early drafts o£ 1h2 Rainb~w and 

~~~~>plus two plays 3 a number of poemsg and some of the 

.~'.!J.ligb;"t: .1! Italy; sketcheso Aldington. re.fers to this time as 11 the 

most intenseiy creative period of his. life,nl2 

In March 11 1915 11 Lawrence and Frieda moved up the steep moun= 

tainside above Gargnano to San Gaude:nzioo Although they only lin-

gered here for a f~rtnight 11 the place seems to have made a profound 

impression on Lawre:nceo The four sketches in Twiligl:!:!;; ,!n Ital_x 

based on his experiel'lces here. are both a vivid rendering and an 

artful extension of the report contained in one of his letters from 

San Gaudenzio g 

11 
Letters 11 ppo 64=65o 

12 
Aldington9 Portrait 0 0 ·0 ~ 



' ■ • ' ' ' . ,, .. y .. . '
It is a lovely place« There is a garden over a mile round, 

with vines and olives<> It i’alls to the cliff edge above the 
lake. I sit and write in a. deserted lemon garden which gathers 
the sun and keeps it. The mountains are covered with snow 
opposite. Then the Oapelli— the peopleware fearfully nice.
. The place is almost like an Inn-"— illegal, there is no licence 
['sic] 5 so that people are always coming, , , hast Sunday 
there was a band--’cello,, mandoline, and two weird guitars—  
playing all evening while we danced. Hay, even there was a 
wild and handsome one-legged man with a deltoid like a boss of 
brass, who danced Frieda, , „ , It is quite wonderful and 
unspoiled everywhere,^5

It was with regret that Lawrence left the Lago di Garda region— “This 
has been my first home and such a grand one. I doubt I shall never 
j°gic] rise to such heights a g a i n , David Garnett, who spent some 
time with Lawrence and Frieda during this period, writes, *1 never saw 
him so well or so happy, so consistently gay and light-hearted. 11 ̂

After a brief visit to England in the summer of 1915, Lawrence 
. and Frieda returned to the Continent to stay with Frieda*s sister in 
Irsehenhausen, In September Frieda went to Baden-Baden to visit her 
parents while Lawrence walked through Switzerland to Italy where they 
were to reunite. This walk forms the basis for the last two chapters 
of Twilight in Italy, 11 Italians in Exile!1 'and 11 The Return Journey," 
Spending about two weeks on the way, he went from Sehaffhausen to Gome 
by way, of Zurich, Lucerne, the Gotthard Pass, Airolo, Bellinzona, and 
Lugano, partly by steamer, but chiefly on foot with a knapsack. Al
though nothing particularly out-of-the ordinary occurred on the trip,

. Lawrence remembered each detail of landscape every person encountered

Letters, pp. 116-117.
Letter quoted by Harry Moore, Intelligent Heart, p.
"Reminiscence," Love Among the Haystacks and Other Pieces, by D. H. Lawrence (London, ifWf, _  — * —  „
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on the rente, each meal taken at an inn or eaten hy a mountain stream, 
and using this material as the warp, he brought his imagination" and 
thoughts to bear and wove the fascinating account found in Twilight 
in Italy, As Moore puts it, 11 he could remember exact details of
place, remember them in poetic abundance, and could then transfigure

• ’ 6 ■ , 
them beyond the range of mere reportingo"

The same process produced Sea and Sardinia, based on the exper
iences of one week in January, 1921., After the enforced and unhappy 
stay in England during the war years, hawrence was finally able to 

leave on Hovember 15, 1919<> .By March of 1920 he and Frieda had. settled 
down in Taormina, Sicily where they stayed for two years, although the 
time was broken by short trips and summers in Germany0 During this 
period Lawrence completed The Lost Girl and Aaron8s Bod, wrote his two 
books on the unconscious, short novels and stories, and most of the 
Birds, Beasts and Flowers poems, as well as Sea and Sardinia,

Sicily was lovely; their home  ̂a large-roomed old farmhouse with 
a garden amid olive, lemon, and almond trees looked across the "sunny 
Ionian sea" at the "changing jewel of Oalabria, like a fire-opal moved 

in the night" (SS, 7)« But, in spite of this, as Lawrence tells us in 
the first chapter of Sea and Sardinia, he could not sit still. So in 
mid-winter he gazed- at Etna— "that wicked witch, resting her thick 
white snow under heaven and slowly, slowly rolling her ©range-coloured 
smoke" (%)— and pondered a voyage |

^  Intelligent Heart, p, 262*



Where does one go? There is Girgenti by the south. There is 
Tunis at hand, Sir gent i, and the. sulphur spirit and the Greek 
guarding temples, to make one madder? Jferer, , , ,

Where then? Spain or Sardinia, Spain or Sardinia, Sar
dinia which is like nowhere, Sardinia which has no history, no 
date, no race, no offering, , , , They say neither Romans, nor 
Phoenicians, Greeks nor Mats ever subdued Sardinia, It lies 

' outsidej outside the circuit of civilisation, , , , Sardinia 
then. Let it be Sardinia, (SS, 10)

And so, on January 4, 1921, Frieda and Lawrence set out by
steamer for Sardinia and spent five days traveling by bus and train
through the interior and on to the coast where they embarked for Italy,
Landing at Givitavecokia/ they went immediately down the coast to
Naples to board the great steamer, City of Trieste, and be back in
Sicily by January 12, Again, there were no special adventures on this
brief and rather uncomfortable trip. Although Lawrence often wrote at
length to his friends about the places he visited, this jaunt is barely
mentioned in his letters. To Eleanor Farjeon he wrote simply, “We
made a dash to Sardinia— liked the island very much— but it isn't a
place to live in. No point in living there, A stray corner of Italy,

■ ■ ■ . 1 *7rather difficult materially to .live in," To make out of such scant 

material a full-length book, fascinating from beginning to end, demanded 
an artist with unusual powers, -

Sea and Sardinia, written in six weeks wholly from memory, was 
published in abridged form in the Dial for, October and November of 1921 
and appeared as a book in December, One of its early readers was Mabel 
Dodge Sterne (later Luhan), a wealthy American woman living in faos,:

Letters, p, 1̂7.
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Hew Mexieoi Immediately she decided that Lawrence* s descriptive 

powers should be applied to the Hew Mexico country* and she wrote 
offering him an adobe house on her property, Lawrence had contem
plated geing to the American Southwest even before Mrs., Sterne’s 
insistent correspondence* but he postponed accepting the invitation 
long enough to travel to Oeylon and Australia, On September 11*
1922* Lawrence and Frieda arrived in.Tads and remained in Hew Mexico 
and Mexico through most of 192̂ , Frieda sailed for England in August 
of that year and Lawrence followed in Hovember, But the Western 
Hemisphere was not yet out of his system; by larch of 1924 the Law
rences returned to spend another year and a half. in Mexico and the 
Southwestern Suited States, Most of the material in Mornings in 
Mexico grew out of the experiences of this second period.

The earliest of the skdtches in the book are the related essays
’’Indians and Entertainment" and ”Dance of the Sprouting Oorn*” prob-

. ' ' ' 1" 18 - »ably written in the spring of 1924, Lawrence saw the corn dance
performed by the'Pueblo Indians near Santa Fe on April 2p, About 
August 16 of the same year* he motored to Hotevilla on the Hopi Res-, 
ervation in Arizona* where he observed the spectacle that inspired 

one of his most famous essays* BThe Hopi Snake Hanee*11 also included 
in Mornings in Mexico,

The episodes in Oaxaca* Mexico* which appear before the des
criptions of the Indian dances in the book, actually took place after

Richard Aldington, introduction. Mornings in Mexico,
(London* 19*56)* p». vi.



; . / ; ' ■ ; is -
lawrenoe had seen the dances. He and Frieda left for Mexico Gity in
. October of 1924 and by Horember had settled dom for a few months in
Oaxaca, where he finished She Blamed Serpent and wrote the Mexican
sketches of Mornings in Mexico. Soon after his arrival, he wrote to
Jolin Middleton Marry?

Oaxaca (you pronounce it Wa-ha-ka) is a little town, about 
50,000, in.,a wide valley with mountains round, lonely and a bit 
lost. It* s not far from both coasts, but there' s no railway.
Ton can,ride in 4 or 5 days either to the Pacific or the Atlantic 
if you don' t get shot, fhe country is always unsettled. . . .
It* s the chief market today-'” such-a babel and a hubbub of 

unwashed wild people— -heaps of roses and hibiscus' flowers, blan- , 
kets, very nice wild pottery, calves, birds, vegetables, and 
awful things to eat— including squashed fried locust-beetles.:

But the bright vision of the town, its inhabitants, its gay market
place, recorded in the travel book, was soon blotted out for Lawrence 
by an attack of malaria which accelerated M s  advancing tuberculosis. 
Stifling heat and earthquakes added to the misery, and hawrence was not 
able to be moved even as far as Mexico Oity for some time. 9This ser
ies of calamities at- Oaxaca made a crisis, in Lawrence* s" later life.
, It ended his life as a world-wanderer, and henceforth set limits to all

20 -his physical activities.1'
Mornings in Mexico, published in 1927,- is probably the most 

intense of the travel books, for Lawrence reacted to the places por
trayed as he had to no other place; "I think Hew Mexico was the great
est experience from the outside World that I have ever■had. : It . 
certainly changed me for ever. Ourious as it may sound, it was lew

 Letters, p. 6$0
20 ildihgfcon, Portrait. . ., p. 552.



Mexico that liberated me from the present era of civilisation, the
01 ,great era ef material and mechanical developments" Witter Bynner, 

who shared many of the Hew Mexican and Mexican experiences with Law
rence, writes, "Only in Mew Mexico did he feel himself not beaten by 
an alien element but liberated into his own, not a fight but an em=

Opbrace,. His sojourn in Spanish and Indian America was perhaps the 
high point in his life-long quest for "a place that should be at once 
a home and his symbol of unity," according to William York Tindall, who 
goes on to say of Lawrence and Mexico? 11 That place, with its steril
ity and color, its horror and loveliness, its immediate sense of-life 
and death, approximated his needs

But only approximated— and only for the moment! Lawrence* s 
quest never ended during his lifetime. On his return to Europe in 
September, 1925, he and Frieda again settled in Italy, though they 
changed residence many times during the last years of Lawrence's life. 

For some time Lawrence had been interested in the .Etruscan civ
ilization, As early as 1921, he had written Catherine Carswell, "Will 
you tell me what , , , was the secret of the Etruscans, , , = They

"Mew Mexico,11 Phoenix? The Posthumous Papers of D, H, Law
rence, ed.,,.Edward 0, McBomld (London, 195^)» P° 142,

^  Journey.with Genius (Mew York, 1951)? p, 258,

^ 1 Introduction, The Plumed Serpent, by D, H, Lawrence (Mew 
York, 1952)? p, v.



really de rather puzale me, the Btrascans.* He started thinking 
seriously of doing a book ©n this subject in 1926 and prepared himself 
by examining Mommsen1 s history, George Dennis8 s Cities and Cemeteries 
of Etruria, Fritz Weege1 s Btruskische Mai ere i, and Periele; Ducati8 s' 
Etruria Antlca, then supposed to be the best Italian work 'em 'the sub
ject* In addition, he visited the Etruscan museum eol1eetlens in both 
Florence and Rome<>̂5

Then, on April -6, 192%, Lawrence, with his American friend Earl 
Brewster, left Rome for Oefveteri, beginning the tour of the tombs that 
lasted only five days, but provided material for the six essays in 
Etruscan Places* Brewster describes the visit to Tarquinia as followss:

How happy were our days at Tarquintal The tombs are on a 
■ high plateau back a few miles from the sea* They number about . 
a hundred and cover the area of a small city. . I/e were thrilled 
by the freshness and beauty of their aural paintings. . •» „ The . 
symbol ism, as he [Lawrence] explained it, seemed so convincing 
that.I could but wonder at the variety of explanations archaeolo
gists, give to it. From the jewelled splendour of these dark 
tombs we came forth .into the brightness of. an April day and a 
. blue sky, broken by hurrying white clouds.^"

As recorded in Etruscan Places the pair visited Oerveteri, Tarquinia,
"folei, and Volterra, which are only a few of the ancient Etruscan cites.
Lawrence had intended to visit and write about others? $iPerhaps Frieda
and I. will do a trip to Cortona, Arezzo, Chiusi, Crvieto, Perugia, next

oil ’ / ' ■; % - f
Letters, p. 535.»

.. ^  William fork Tindall, B. H. Lawrence and Susan His Cow (Hew 
York, 1939), pp. 118-119.- v . 1 ■



week or the week after » 0 » so I comld do enough essays— or sketches—  
of Etrusean Plaees-?"for a book»11 ̂ : But his health in the last years 
never permitted him to fulfill this hope0 Thus, the series of essays, 
which first appeared as articles in Travel and World Today in 1927 and 
1928 and were collected in book form two years after Lawrence1s death, 
are, at least from the point of view of the writer, incomplete»

A number of Lawrence"s critics and biographers have been par
ticularly interested in the biographical level of the travel books—  
not only in the specific facts about the places Lawrence visited and 
the people he met, but also in the portrait of the artist contained 
in the books, Hehls feels that Twilight in Italy is 11 a book valuable 
both for the pictures it gives of Italy before the IplA war and for
its side=lights on the character of Lawrence at this stage of his

. ■ - - 20 • -development as artist and"man,n Speaking of Sea and Sardinia,
Aldington says, w There is a quite'tinconscious portrait of the author,
that irresistibly charming Lawrence who had the gift of making even
the most commonplace, things seem wonderful,11 ̂  As we have already
noted, not every reader has appreciated the presence of the writer
in the travel volumes, A reviewer of Etruscan Places complains
that the book "adds more to our knowledge of Lawrence , , * than to
our knowledge and understanding of the Etruscans,"^ While Aldington,

27 Letter to Brewster, ibid,„ p„ 157,
28 ITehls, "Spirit of Place,11 p, 272,
2̂  Introduction, Sea and Sardinia, no page number,
^  "Lawrence Among the Etruscans" (anon, rev,). The Hew States

man and Eatjon, IV (Oct, 22, 1952), 490, . „ • .



at the opposite extreme, again seems far mere interested in the knowl
edge of Lawrence than anything else: "This is another book which
enables the sympathetic reader to understand and to follow in detail 
what Lawrence^s life whs® Perhaps it does contain some rather doubt
fully valid holding forth about the Etruscans, but for the rest its 
pages give us a picture of Lawrence as he was in those last years*.851 

Since the travel books are based on personal experience (al
though only to a slightly greater degree than were Lawrence1s novels) 
and the experiences are told in the first person, the reader cannot 
help coming away with some idea of the man and his life* But over- 
emphasis of the biographical element obscures a great deal more that 
can be appreciated in these books and fails to recognize the preroga
tive of the artist to alter, exaggerate, or even distort his experience 
if he wishes* A balance between Aldington's extreme view that the 
travel books should be enjoyed “as moments from Lawrence* s own abund
ant 1 ife"^ and the observation of several reviewers that Lawrence's 
presence spoils the books can be struck if we consider the picture 
of Lawrence and the factual details of his travels as one level of 
the total works— one colored thread inextricably woven into a multi

colored tapestry* ■

Portrait* * * * p* 576-577«
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fhe amomt of inagiieatieia involved in the weaving is smggested 

hy a comparison of a few passages from Lawrence* s letters, in which 
he reports his experience directly? with the parts of the travel books 
based on the experience^ Early in September of 1912 he wrote to 
Aq. We McLeod, mentioning but briefly the walk over the Tyrolean Alps 
which he was then makings:. "This, of course., is the highroad from 
Germany to Italy, and one sees all sorts of queer cubs, from lords of 

. England to Italian tramps. It is quite interesting.11 ̂  Twilight - in 
Italy begins.

The imperial road to Italy goes from Hunich across the Tyrol, 
through Innsbruck and Bozen to Verona, over the mountains. Here 
the great processions passed as the emperors went South, or. came 
home again from rosy Italy to their own Germany . . . o: . . . .
0 0 0 0  0 0 o .0 o 0 0 .  o o 0 0 o o o a o o o o o o o o o o 0 0 o

The crucifixes are there, not mere attributes of the road, 
yet still having something to do with it. The imperial proces
sions, blessed by the Pope and accompanied by the great bishops, 
must have planted the holy idol like ; a new plant among the moun
tains, there where it multiplied and grew according to the soil, 
and the race that received it.5̂

In this essay, Lawrence makes no note of the "queer cubs" he saw along
the way. Bather, it was the., crucifixes "looming shadowily under their
hoods" (4) along the mountain roads that captured his imagination and
gave him a central symbol for Mfhe Orueifix Across the Mountains" — an
account that is far more poetry than biography.

Letters, p. $8 ,

^  Do H. Lawrence. Twilight in Italy (London, 1916), pp. $-4. 
Further references to this edition will be indicated in the text with 
the abbreviation, II.
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Iiawrenee did not 1 ike Switzerlandg as he tells Lady O^ntMa 

Asquith in a letter written not long after his walk through that coun- 
. try: ' ' ' " > ; ' \ . • : ; '

I walked across Switzerland—= and am cured of that country for 
ever. The only excitement in it is that you can throw a stone 
a, frightfully long way down-=that is forbidden by law. As for 
motuatains”" if 1 stick my little finger over my head) I can see 
it shining against the sky and. call it Monte Rosa. Uo, I can’t 
do with mountains at close quarters—^they are always in the way, 
send they are so stupid, never moving and never doing anything
but obtrude themselveso55 

In the last chapter of Twilight in Italy which describes Lawrence’s 
walk in great detail, the same reaction is registered, but expressed . 
in very different terms8

The very pure source of breaking-down, decomposition, the very 
quick of cold death is the snowy mountain-peak above. There, 
eternally, goes on the white foregathering of the crystals, out 
of the deathly cold of the heavens) this is the static nucleus 
where deatlmneets life in its elementality. And thence, from 
their white radiant nucleus of death in life, flows the great flux 
downwards, towards life and warmth. (280=281)

It is interesting to note that the Twilight in Italy sketches, although 
written shortly after the experiences they describe, were rewritten in 
1915 before publication. In this rewriting Lawrence strengthened the 
themes of the book, which were not fully developed in the first sketch
es, and improved the compositional style.5̂

Nothing better illustrates the difference between Lawrence the 
artist and Lawrence the man than the letter he wrote to Willard Johnson 
on his return from the visit to the Arizona Hopi Reservation where he

^ 'Letters, to. 149-150.
^  Moore, Intelligent Heart, p. 157»
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witnessed the snake dance. The experience was later to be transformed 
into one of his most hrilliant and moving descriptive essays,- but-he 
relates it to Johnson in bitter, sarcastic toness

One wonders what one came for-”-what all those people went 
for. The Hopi country is hideous=—a clayey pale-grey desert 
with death-grey mesas sticking up like broken pieces of an
cient dry grey bread. And the hell of a lumpy trail for forty 

: miles .
o  o o o  e  o  o o o o O', o. e o  o o o ti o o o o o e  o o o o o o d o '

And what had they all come to see?, , , , To see a bit of a
snake dance in a plaza no bigger than a backyard? Light grey- 
daubed antelope priests (so-called) and a dozen black-daubed 
snake priests (so-called). Ho drums, no pageantry, A hollow 
muttering,

Lawrence proceeds to tell of the dance in cynical and quite comical 
terms .concluding, 8A show? But it was a tiny little show, for all that 
distance, And the Indian with his long hair and his bits of pot
tery and blankets and clumsy home-made trinkets, he*s a wonderful, live 
toy to play with, , , , Wonderful, really, hopping around with a snake 

in his mouth,11 ̂
This is biography. But in Mornings in Mexico where Lawrence 

describes the snake priests and their 8hollow muttering8 —
They lean from right to left, two seed-like shakes of the 

rattle each time and the heavy rhythmic stamp of the foot, and 
the low, sombre, secretive chant-call each time. It is a strange 
low sound, such as we never hear, and it reveals how deep, how 
deep the men are in the mystery they are practising, how sunk 
deep below our world, to the world of snakes,. and dark ways in 
the earth, where, the roots, of corn, and where the little rivers 
of unbhannelled, uncreated life-passion run like dark, trickling 
lightning to the.roots of the corn.and to the feet and loins of

^  Betters, pp, 6l5-6l8,
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the men, from the earth* s innermost .dark sun. They are calling 
in the deep, almost silent snake=language, to the snakes and the
rays of lark emission from the earth*s inward ‘Stmo*3°

-~the biographical level is submerged and absorbed in a ■work of art.

38 Mornings in, Mexico and Strmscan Places (London, 1956)? p. 70, . 
Further referenceŝ  to Mornings in Mexico or Etruscan Places are to this 
edition and will be indicated in the. text with the abbreviations, HE or 
BP. Pagination of the two works is separate. . ,



i l i  aEEimERHTQ THE EIPER1EITOE

Henry James tells us that 8the province of art is all life,
- r ' ' ■ aall observatien, all vision » « » it is all experiemeeo8 Defining

experienee and the artist11 s response to it> he writes, ' • .
Experience is never limited, and it is never complete, it 

is an immense sensibility, a kind of hagl̂  spider-web, of the 
finest silken threads, suspended in the chamber of conscious
ness and catching every airborne particle in its tissue* It 
is the very atmosphere of the mind5 and when the' mind is imagi
native— much more when it happens to be that of a man of genius—
it takes to itself the faintest hints of life, it converts the
very pulses of the air into revelations02

An apt description of the mind of a man who could endue the
most ordinary inanimate scenes with vibrant life, who could transform
a stubborn Italian peasant or a lazy, illiterate Indian youth into
fascinating individuals, who could make of five uneventful days in
barren Sardinia a magical book* As Richard Aldington says of the
author of Sea and Sardiniâ  "Only he could have experienced so much
in such a very short time*115 Attempts have been made to account for

hawrenoe* s "immense sensibility" by his childhood in a mining village,
where those who spend much of the time underground are hyper-sensitive
to the daylight world when they ascendj by his interest in painting,

. 1 Walter Besarnt and Henry James, The Art of Fiction (Boston,
node), po 1%  '.

" 2 'Ibid.. po 64o
3 • • ■ - ■ ' ■ 'Portrait e * 0„ p* 271*

27 .



which developed his “visionary awareness81 by his life-long habit
- ' / \ - -. - . * . ' Jj

of doing coimnonplace tasks, which engendered his keen sense of touch.
Hndoubtedly more than these are involved, but whatever the explanation, 
those who knew him and those who read his books attest to his extra
ordinary perceptivenesso

To be with Lawrence was a kind of. adventure, a voyage of 
discovery into.newness and otherness„ For, being himself of 
a different order, he inhabited a different universe from that 
of common men— a brighter and intenser' world. » . . He looked 
at things with the eyes, so it seemed, of a man who had been at 
the brink of death and to whom, as he emerges from the darkness, 
the world reveals itself as unfathomably beautiful and myster
ious.? :: ' ' ; .

According to James, this special faculty of perception is for 
the artist "a much greater source of strength than any accident of 
residence or of place in the social scale.'1 But obviously the artist 
must do more than perceivej he must be able to render the living exper
ience—  to catch “the very note and trick, the strange irregular rhythm

,  . ' ' . - ' ' " " '
of life, “C To “render!* is to do more than record. One can report an
experience, describe a scene, explain a type of individual| indeed 
these are the procedures of most travel books and a good many novels.

In such accounts we learn about, come to understand intellectually, 
the experience involved. Of far. greater artistic merit is rendered 
experience, that which gives us the precise quality, enables us to

^ Roger Dataller, “Elements of D. H. Lawrence* s Prose Style,11
Essays in Qritioism, III (October, 1955) »:=4l8. .

^ Aldotts Huxley, Introduction, Letters, p. xxx. •
■ ; 6  ' . ■ ;  "

Besant and James, pp. 6 5, 74.



know directly what the experience feels like* It becomes, in a very 
real sense, part of onr own e^erience»

Whatever their objections to Lawrence, few critics would deny 
that he possesses this ability to render experience0 8 It is that
which gives Lawrence his tmiqme quality as a writer, this bringing a- 
life experience to the reader not as a mere piece of fine writing but 
as a moment of heightened life shared=18̂

The travel books have been most highly praised for their bril
liant expression of the 8 spirit of placeo8 Lawrence does much more 
than describe a place— he conveys its atmospheres he seizes upon and 
transmits, with remarkably little loss of immediacy, the feeling- of 
the. plaeeo So full of this achievement are the travel books that 
almost any random passage will illustrate It* Here is one from Morn
ings in Mexico where Lawrence puts us in the middle of a. remote little 
Mexican town called Huayapas .

Hot a soul anywhere. Through the fences, half deserted • 
gardens of trees and banana plants, each enclosure with a half- 
hidden hut of black adobe bricks crowned with a few old tiles 
for a roof, and perhaps a new wing made of twigs. Everything 
hidden, secret, silento A sense of darkness among the silent 
mango trees, a sense of lurking, of unwillingness<, Then actual
ly some half-bold ours barking at us across the stile of one 
garden, a forked bough over which one must step to enter the 
chicken-bitten enclosure? o ? o

The sense of nowhere is intense, between the. dumb and repel
lent living fence of cactus. (8) * •

Similarly, Lawrence brings us into immediate contact with the
inhabitants of the places he knows0 The travel books abound in deft
sketches of inn-keepers, clerks, peasants, fellow travelers. They



may occupy only a paragraph, just as they probably oeeupiei only a 

few moments of Lawrence8s attention, but they seem far more vivid and 
real than the people most of us have casually encountered in a restaur 
rant pr a strange village= The difference is. .not in the people but in 
Lawrence8s powerful sensitivity, which he translates practically whole 
into words o There is the monkey-= faced padrone of the pension in Garg- 
nano, Italy, who loved to speak French in his stammering fashion because 
it made him feel # grand»M In a Swiss inn Lawrence encounters a shy
Englishman slumped over his soup; for his two-week holiday from the
stifling industrial world of London,. he had determined to walk an 
immense distance in the Swiss Alps with only weariness as his reward*
In Sea and Sardinia there is the wine-stained hotel manager who arouses ■
Lawrence8 s wrath, and the ancient man who spends hours roasting a kid
over an open fire* When Lawrence and Brewster start out to tour the 
Etruscan tombs of Tar quinta, they find that a German student 9 who looks 
as if he8d had vinegar for breakfast* is. one of the party. He tramps 
along, saying nothing, showing no sign of interest in the others, 8yet 

is probably offended that we don8t talk to him*8
Breaking reluctantly into German, since Italian seems foolish, 

and he won? t come out in English, I find, within the first half 
mile, that he is twenty-three (he looks nineteen), has finished 
his university course, is going to be an archaeologist, is travel
ling doing archaeology, has been in Sicily and Tunis, whence he 
has just returned| didn’t think much of either place— mehr Schrei 
wie Wert* he jerks out, speaking as if he were throwing his words 
away like a cigarette-end he was sick of? doesn’t think much of 
any place? doesn’t think much of the Etruscans— nicht riel werti 
o. o o is probably staying a fertnight, going to photograph. all 
the tombs, with a big photographic apparatus— has the Govern
ment authority, o e * apparently has very little money indeed, 
marvellously doing everything on nothing^-expeets to be a famous 
professor in a science he doesn’ t think much of— and I wonder if 
he always has enough to eat* (EP, 62=65) .



How perfectly Lawrence* s clipped prose renders the manner of his 
companion! •' . ■

fhe most fally developed ^character" in the travel hooks is
- ■Ho sal in© ? the Indian mono in @axaea, Mexioo, who swept the patio, 

tried to learn to read and write Spanish partly mder. Lawrence* s 
tutelage, and slept wrapped in an old serape and curled np on a hard 
bench in the entrance-way-^Iosalin©, who was given to strange periods 
of  ̂Indian gloom,a who was torn, between love and hate for his white 
master. Bichard Aldington coaments, "the ..Indian, Rosaline, is given 
t© ms as a mysterious living person, outside our own civilised world 
and experience, imagined for us by Lawrence, Perhaps losaljrt© was 
not like that at all, perhaps Lawrence invented him out of a too 
profuse intuition, yet how much more interesting, more * real* than 
the robot shadow-shapes of fiction and sereem,.11® Precisely! Rosalia® 
is rendered. Whether he was as Lawrence paints him— whether he ever 
existed at all— is beside the point, The Indian moso who appears in 
the first chapters of Mornings in Mexico becomes part of our exper
ience.

It is hot only in the creation of place and people that Lawr
ence displays this power, Mark Sehorer calls his ability "to convey 
the unique quality of physical experience* the key element in Lawr
ence* s genius, and goes on to point out that "this ability shows best 
in Lawrence* s descriptions of non-human things, in his writing of 
animals, flowers and grass, fish, birds, snakes— a genius for

^Introduction, Mornings in Mexico, p, viii.



. identifying and defining- the individuated- quality of- life <> ^
Flowers 9 particularly, adorn many pages in the novels as well as 
in the travel books. In fwilight in Italy Lawrence relishes the 
blossoms he discovers in a little valleys .

Primroses were everywhere in.nests of.pale bloom upon 
the dark, steep face of the cleft, and tongues of fern 
hanging out, and here and there under the rods and twigs 
of bushes were tufts of wrecked Christmas roses, nearly 

- over, but still, in the coldest corners, the lovely buds 
like handfuls of show, 0 « , •

I had found the day before a bank of crocuses, pale 
fragile, lilac=eolcured flowers, with dark veins pricking 
up keenly like myriad little lilac-coloured flames among 
the grass, (45) -

In Sea and Sardinia there is the vegetable market==probably an ordi
nary vegetable market such as one sees in any European town, with 
ordinary vegetables such as one eats daily-but a spectacular thing 
through Lawrence8s eyes:

fhe intense deep green of the spinach seemed to predomi
nate, and out of that came the monuments of ourd^white and 
black-purple cauliflowers „ » <, the purple ones intense as 
great bunches of violets. From this green, white, and 
purple massing struck out the vivid rose-scarlet and blue- 
crimson radishes, , Then the long, slim, grey-purple 
buds of artichokes, and dangling clusters of dates, and 
piles of sugar-dusty white figs<> <, „ 0 Scarlet peppers like 
trumpets; magnificent fennels, so white and big and succu
lent o o o big, clean-fleshed carrots8 feathery salads with 
white hearts; » , and then, of course, pyramids of big
orangeso (97”98)

Passages like this, typical of Lawrence's work, have prompted 
critics to call him an 11 impressionist11 writer. His aim, like that

Introduction, Poste Restante, p* 7®
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of the impressionist painters, was not so snach to portray something 
as. it was as to render the vivid, impression made by the physical 
object on the senses of the perceivero

The impressionist painter saw his subject differently 
from his predeeessorsp He saw it less in terms of the out
line which is known to be there .and more in terms of the 
mass which strikes the eye.. And his technique was to build 
up. an impression of the mass by laying spots of color side 
by sideo . . „ liawrence, in poetry and the novel, is an 
impressionist because he is not concerned with the dramatic 
shape of the living thing but with the living * feel1 of it.l®

In the character of Paul Morel, Lawrence told Miriam that she liked
a particular sketch because 11 it8 s more shimmery, as if I8 d painted
the shimmering protoplasm in the leaves and everywhere, and not the

stiffness of the shape. . . » Only this shimmerinesa is the real
thing. The shape is a dead crust.

For Eichard Aldington it is enough to say that Lawrence8 s art 
renders the 11 feel8 of its object, that it acts directly upon the 
senses$

It is a great power in a writer if he can affect us so 
intensely and vitally—= in comparison mere literary skill is 
a small thing. But there is nothing to be gained by 11 dis
cussing18 and 11 analysing11 such writing. That is all vanity 
and vexation of spirit., The only thing to do is to respond 
to it, to accept its enrichment and be grateful

For others, however, it would seem that this 81 great power11 involves
literary skill. Arid the question of how Lawrence employs his

Joseph Warren Beach, 11 Impressionism; Lawrence, 11 The 
Twentieth Century Hovel? Studies in Technique (Hew York,.1952),
pp. 385=584. . . , . - ....  --

H  Sons and Lovers (Hew York, 1922), p, 1.81.
• Introduction, The Spirit of Place-, p. viii.



\ ■ ' 54 . medium to "affect us so intensely and vitally" is meaningful» Speak
ing. of the writer* s attempt "to render the look of thingss catch the . 
colorj the relief, the expression, the surface, the substance of the 
human spectacle," Henry James says that "all life solicits him and 
to 1 render1 the simplest surface, to produce the most momentary 
illusion, is a very complicated business«8 Wo matter how natural, 
how spontaneous, the writing appears, such an. achievement, demands 
great skill.. It demands attention to " technique" — partially de
fined by - Mark Sehorer as "the uses to which language, as language,

lij.is put to express the quality of the experience in question,"
Granting, then, that Lawrence does render "the simplest surface," as 
well as much more complex .experience, it remains to examine his tech
nique, the specific means of using language which he, consciously 
or unconsciously, employed to jaake works of art out of even his travel 
books, \ .

The most obvious element in Lawrence1 s vivid expression is 
the diction. His writing abounds in concrete words that appeal di

rectly to the senses^. He conveys'the odor of morning in Mexico s 
"There is a smell of carnations, , , , And there is a resinous smell 
of ocote wood, and a smell of coffee, and a faint smell of leaves, 
and of Morning, and even of Mexico, ., » , And this is a curious,

•*■5 Besant and James, pp, 66-67,
1A "' -"Technique as Discovery," Oritiques and Essays in Modern

glctlon, 1921-1951 (Mew York, 1952), 0, 6 8, _ '



iBexplicable scent, in which there are resin and perspiration and 
sunburned earth and urine among ether things** (MM, 1) $ and the 
"feel" of a wintry morning in Sardinia; "Wonderful to go out on 
a frozen road., to see the grass in shadow bluish with hoar-frost, 
to see the grass, in the yellow winter sunrise beams melting and 
going eold-twinklyo Wonderful the bluish cold air and things stand
ing up in the cold distance" (88, 122=125)o Being sensitive to the 
.subtlest nuances in hue, Lawrence employs a wide, range of color 
wordso iferoon, vermilion, poppy-scarlet, crimson, mauve, purple, 
samd-eKLeured, malachite, madder brown, puce— all these appear in 
three pages of Sea and Sardinia0 Striving for even greater exact
ness, Lawrence frequently added modifiers ("starry pink flowers"), 
or combined color words ("green-silver smoke of olive trees"), or 
used other words to suggest the quality of color ("sun-bleached" 
skin, "dark-stained" bush, "sugar-dusty" figs)« -V'

But rarely does Lawrence paint a static picture? the objects 
of his vision are always moving, changing, part of the brilliant 
multi-colored flux of nature. And the. vision is rendered through 
hi# highly descriptive verbs,; fhe sunrise 'in fwlllght in Italy„ 
for example, is not a completed canvas, but a gradual bursting into 

splendor s.
The lake lies dim and milky* the mountains, are dark blue 

at the back, while over them the sky gushes and glistens 
with lighte At a certain place on the mountain ridge the 
light burns gold, seems to fuse a little groove on the hill8s 
rim0 It fuses and fuses at this point, till of a sudden it 
comes, .the intense, molten living,light. The mountains melt



suddenly, the light steps down, there is a glitter, a 
spangle, a clutch of spangles, a great unbearable sun- 
traelc flashing across the milky lake, and the light falls 
on say faceo ; . - (8%-88, italics mine)

That Lawrence chose his words with some care is suggested 

by the revisions he made in some of the Twilight in Italy sketches 
before they were collected in the booko In an earlier version of 
"'The .Spinner and the Monks,® published in the English Review, he 
described his brief visit to the church of San Tommaso as followss

It was very dark, and smelled powerfully of centuries 
of incenseo It reminded me of the lair of some enormous 
creature, and.my senses sprang awake„ I expected some
thing, I wanted something, my flesh was,aliveo?

My underlining in the later version from Twilight in Italy indicates
the significant changes or additions of wordss

It. was very dark, and impregnated with centuries of 
incense  ̂ It affected me like the lair of some enormous 
creatureo .My senses, were roused, they sprang awake in 
the hot, spiced darkness, skin was expectant, as if 
it expected some contact, some embrace

The new or changed words, though often less simple than those used
in the first version,.give a greater sensual immediacy to the second
description. The phrase,, "hot, spiced darkness, 11 projects the

16reader® s senses at once into the heavy atmosphere of the church.
Before one has read more than a few chapters of Lawrence, 

certain words,such as "darkness" and "contact" in the above passage, 
begin to assume special si@aifieanee« Through repetition and use in
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varied contexts9 Lawrence imbues these words with strong conno
tations s "darkness,* for instance, is associated throughout Twilight 
in Italy with the sensual life as opposed to the highly intel
lectual and spiritual life of modern civilization? 11 contact!! suggests 
the vital contact with the physical world which has been lost in the 
age of meehanizatieno Stephen Potter compares Lawrence with Whitman 
in this respect9 asserting thats in both eases, knowing the man8 s 
works results in new discoveries in the everyday language used in 

them. "Describing a journey through mountains, Lawrence speaks of 
the 8 living* rock. Quite an uninteresting adjective in itself, but 
in the context of his work It suggests the ereatable and godlike 
essence of the *dead8 material as compared with a certain used and 
un-responsive texture in human b e i n g s I n  Twilight in Italy 
Lawrence speaks of "pure elemental flame, 11 discusses Blake8s "tiger 
burning bright, 11 and suggests the very core of an individual con
sciousness by the phrase "flame of lifeBj hence, when he describes 
light that 11 burns gold, 11 flowers that "prick up keenly like myriad 
lilac-coloured flames," or 8burning ©ranges, 8 the words are rich in 
implication. Similarly, the words "circle, 8 "round, 8 "curve, 8 and 
"sphere8 are imbued with metaphysical connotations and appear in 
different contexts throughout Mornings in Mexico.

Stephen Potter, B. H. Lawrence: A First Study (London,
m o ) ,  p.o in. • • .... ■; ; . ' . .. •:



The passage quoted frem Twilight.ia Italy desGrihins the 
church of San Toma’s© suggests yet. another- technique that gives 
iapaeh to Lawrence* s witingo Frequently he projects his own
reactions into the description of a scene or person®' The specific
sensations produced on him, the observer, further define the quality 
of experience for us. Saying, for example, that the interior of the 
church !laffected me like the lair of some enormous creature* conveys 
a much stronger sense of the place than would a lengthy enumeration 
of objective details. In .Sea and Sardinia Lawrence renders simul
taneously the vision of the morning at sea and the exhilarating 
effect it had. on him? • ,

Ah the lovely morning! Amy behind us the sun was just
coming above the sea’ s horizon, and the sky was all golden, 
all a joyous, fireyheated gold, and the sea was glassy bright, 
the wind gone still, the waves sunk into long, low undulations, 
the foam of the wake was pale ice-blue in the yellow air.
Sweet, sweet wide morning on the sea, with the sun coming, 
swimming up, and a tall sailing barque, with her flat fore- 
ladder sails delicately across the.light, and a far-far 
steamer, on the electric, viyld morning horizon. (6 )̂

The result is often closer to poetry than to travel writing. •’Here
is the touchstone of Lawrence-’ s style#.: . . the interfusing of
intense sensibility with the concrete world, of the inner with the
outer reality, It is this capacity, this intuitive integration of
an- ’infinite.complexity of motions and adjustments’ that imparts to

18Lawrence’s work a finer, almost poetic texture. 11

Lawrence’s style is further integrated in that varying sense 
impressions are unified, rather than related as a series of separate

^  Dataller, p. 4l8.



detailSo Visual, auditory, tactile, i&pressions, suggestions of 
temperature, of motion combine to create a total effect, reminiscent 
of that produced by Keats* a '! synaesthetio" imagery* Anthony West 
also tells us that “the greatest merit5of lawrenee8s descriptive 
writing is that it is integrated^88 but rather than integration of 
subjective and objective reality or integration of sense impres

sions, West points out the integration of "the scene, the people, 
the animals, the things, thoughts, and action*"■ This kind of

integration, as well as the others, operate in this rendering'of a 
scene in the Sardinian countrysides

Animals stood about the road in the frost-heavy .air, 
with heads sunk passively, waiting for the men to finish 
their drinks in the beastly bar— we walked slowly up the 

■ kill. In a field on.the right a flock of "merino sheep 
moved mistily, uneasily, climbing at the gaps in the broken 
road, bank, and sounding their small fine bells with a 
frosty ripple of sound6 A figure which in the dusk I had 
really thought was something inanimate broke into movement 
in the field. It was an old shepherd, very old, in very 
ragged dirty black-and-white, who, had been standing like 
a stone there in the open field-end for heaven knows how 
long, utterly motionless, leaning on his stick. How he 
broke into a dream-motion and hobbled after the,wistful 
feminine, inquisitive sheep. The red was fading from the 
far-off west!' / .. .

Haturally, the selection of details is as important as their 
integration, -f requently. Lawrence concentrates on only one or two 
carefully chosen aspects of a person or scene. The entire hotel 
room in Sardinia is readily imagined from his description of no 
more than the cloth on the bed-side tables 11 It was such a web of 
time-eaten holes and mournful ttaek ink stains and poor dead wine 
stains that it was like some 2000 B.G. mummy-cloth" (SS. 11$).

Lawrence (Denver, 195©)$ P» 88c
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We appreciate Albertinoj the clever fourteen-year-old hotel manager 
in larquinia, as much as Lawrence did, when the boy shows Lawrence 
and 11B11 their rooms, saying briskly, "And you won't he loriely, „ « , 
because you can talk to one another through the wallc 11 A lively 
demonstration of this procedure follows, and Albertino, in one para
graph, becomes a memorable individual, (EP, 24-25)=

Lawrence's fertile imagination often produces apt and unusual 
comparisons to render his object more fully, The enclosed lemon 
trees in Twilight in Italy are compared with "ghosts in the darkness 
of the underworld" (88), Being in the dark lemon-house surrounded 
by clusters of pale lemons and ruddy oranges is "like being under 
the sea" (90)» Perhaps the most impressive person in Sea and Sardinia 
is the ginger-haired bus-driver whom Lawrence sees as Hamlet and 
Mr, Rochester simultaneously (220 ff,), In the following passage the 
mountains in Mexico are described in terms of two other familiar fea
tures of the Mexican landscape--shawled women and lizardss

. The mountains are clothed smokily with pine, ocote, and, 
like a woman in a gauze rebozo, they rear in a rich blue fume 
that is almost cornflower-blue in.the clefts, , It is their 
characteristic that they are darkest blue at the top. Like 
some splendid lizard with a wavering, royal-blue crest down 
the ridge of his back, and pale belly, and soft, pinky-fawn 

■ claws, on the plain, (MM, 10) -V ’ .
Several critics suggest that Lawfence was not selective enough

in presenting experience; they object to the repetition and excess
of detail in his writing, . "Sne of his characteristics is a heavy

sensuousness of description, a rough way of expressing his meaning
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by piling extreme on extreme. There is no economy, mo restraint, 11 

Edwin Muir eomplains that Lawrence1 s vision was net clear, that it 
is "as if he-thought that by battering at his vision for long 
enough with the same collocation of words, he might break through 
to it.* 21 . Many passages in Lawrence5s work may provide some justi
fication for these appraisals. On the other hand, Lawrence often 
masses details and employs "slightly modified repetition," as he 
himself called it,^ to create particular effects— to render rather 
than just describe. In Etruscan Places Lawrence gives an account 
of the border along a mural in one of the painted tombs s "Above 
all, from the bands of colour that border the wall at the top hang 
the regular loops of garlands, garlands of flowers and leaves and 
buds and berries, garlands which belong to maidens and to women, 
and which represent the flowery circle of the female life and sex" 
(55) => Here the three phrases following the main clause, the allit
eration of “b* s," and the repetition of the word 11 garlands" seem 
to imitate the repetitive looped pattern of the border. Repetition 
of the word "flower" sharpens omi apprehension of the delicate 
feminine design. In Mornings in Mexico Lawrence conveys the atmos
phere of the Hew Mexican desert— an environment unfamiliar to many

. ^  Potter, p. 15©, -
21 The Present Age from 1914 (lew York, 1940), 0,154,

22 Foreword, Women in Love (Few York, lf*6), p, x.



of Ms readers-'=-t,h.rongh piling and repeating key details!
Pales dry£, baked earth, that blows into dust of fine sando 

Low hills of baked pale earth, sinking heavily, and speckled 
sparsely with dark dots of cedar bushes«, A river on the plain 
of drought, just a cleft of dark, reddish-brown water, almost 
a floodo And over all the blue, uneasy, alkaline sky*

A pale, uneven, parched world, where a motor-car rocks and 
lurches and churns in the sando A world pallid with dryness, 
inhuman with the faint taste of alkali„ (5^"55)

Lawrence’s style has been compared to the poetry of the ©Id 
Testament,, which develops through parallel statements, repeating 
and adding new details, in a gradual but forceful progression^
But there is a progression, a movement, that rarely lets a passage 
lapse into monotonyo Sentence structures beginning with verbs, 
series of short phrases or short sentences, and the action verbs 
sprinkled lavishly throughout his descriptions impart movement to 
both the prose and the reality it conveys0 @arl Van Boren calls 
Lawrence Van imagist writing nervous, luminous prose that for once 
has movement to it, avoiding the Concentration upon merely visual 
images that so often causes eye-straino8 ' The pace of the prose 
is frequently integral to the experience being rendered* For 
example, Lawrence re-creates the exact process of perception exper
ienced in walking through his Sicilian garden very early in the 
mornings "Very dark under the. great carob tree as we go down the

^  Frank Baldanza, "Bo B* Lawrence’s Song of Songs, 8 "Modem 
Fiction Studies 0. VII (Summer, 1961), 106-114* . ,

^  levo of Sea and Sardinia, lationo .OXIV (Jaai 4, 1922), 19o
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steps,, lark still the garden® Seent of mimosa,, and then of 
jasmine. The lovely mimosa tree invisible. Bark the stony path. 
The goat whinnies out of her shed11 (88, 15), A revision in the 
Mhrists in the Tirol8 essay demonstrates Lawrence8s sensitivity 
to the effects of pacing. In the first version of this essay he 
describes the 8large pale Bhrist8 deep in the KXanaa valley as 
follows8 8He has fallen forward, jast dead, and the weight of his 
fall-grown, mature body is on the nails of the hands. So he drops, 
as if his hands would tear away, and he would fall to earth,11 ̂5 
The changes in the Twilight in Italy version are slight, but sig
nificant: 8weight , , ,  is on the nails of his hands" is changed
to "weight , , , hangs on the nails of his hands" in the first
sentence, and the second sentence reads, "So the dead, heavy body 

' ' • . drops forward, sags, as if it would tear away and fall under its
own weight" (l6)o Remarkable how the revision, by simply providing
pauses in key spots, renders the gradual falling forward,

Combination of repetition, parallel structure, and pace, 
often enhanced by alliteration, produces a highly developed and 
marvelously expressive fhytha in much of Lawrence8 s writing. He 
had mastered these techniques as early as the writing of Twilight 
in Italy, Where he renders the dancing at San G-audenzio as follows:

^5 in the Tirol," Phoenix: The Posthumous Papers
of D, H. Lawrence, ed, Edward McDonald (London, 1956), p, 85,
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The three musicians » „ » sat ebsciarely in the cornerg 
making a msle: that eame quicker and quicker, making a 
dance that grew swifter and more intense, more subtle, the 
men seeming to fly and to implicate other strange inter- 
rhythmic dance into the women, the women drifting and 
palpitating as if their souls shook and resounded to a 
breeze.that was subtly rushing upon them, through them? 
the men worked their feet, their thighs swifter, more 
vividly, the music came to an almost intolerable elimax*
(178=1795

' - ■" . • - ' • ' ' ■. ■ - The Indian dances he described in Mornings in Mexico gave Lawrence
the perfect, opportunity to exploit the possibilities of rhythm*
Selecting a number of specific details in the dance and its set=
ting, Lawrence repeats these in different patterns through several
pages, maintaining through the cadences of his prose the rhythmic
pulse of the danceo Hence the language practically re-creates the
thing it describeso "Heavy, repetitious, and hypnotic, his words
dance the sound they are interpreting* By a kind of ritual of
rhythm, sound, and tone, he presents while explaining the ritual
movements of the dancers o11̂  One paragraph from the "Dance of the
Sprouting Gorn" in Mornings in Mexico suggests the overpowering
rhythm and indicates a few of the details that Lawrence repeats
in varying combinations through the chapters the hot sun, the
singing like the soughing of the wind, the waving boughs, the beat

of the. drum, the shudder of the gourd rattles, the gleaming black

hair, and the swaying fox skins*.

^  William York Tindall, Introduction, The Plumed Serpent„ 
p* viiio . ./ ■
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Mindless, wiihont ̂ effort, Bader the hot sm, unceasing, 

yet never perspiring nor even breathing heavily, they dance
on and on» Mindless, yet still listening,observing* They
hear the deep, surging singing of the btmeh of old men, like 
a great wind soughing. They hear the cries and yells of the 

' man waving his bough by the drum. They catch the word of the 
song, and at a moment, shudder black rattles, wheel, and the 
line breaks, women from, men, they thread across to a new 
formation, And as the men wheel round their black hair gleams 
and shakes, and the long fox-skin sways, like a tail, (58)

Am even more unusual, achievement is Lawrence* s effort to 
recapture experience that once inspired the frescoes of the Etrus
can tombs, ■Through the two chapters of description of the painted 
tombs at Tarquinia, the incisive Verbs, the repetition of key 
details found in many of the pictures, and the rapid, rhythmic move-

■ i
meht of the prose effectively re-create the Etruscan world, Lawrence* s 
intention was not so much to-convey am idea of the tombs to his reader a, 
but to render his glowing:, vibrant vision of the whole of Etruscan 
life. Again, one paragraph can only suggest the method and impact of 

the sequence! . '
Those leopards with their long tongues hanging outs those 

flowing hippocampithose cringing spotted deer, struck in .
.flank, and neck, ,. , , And we see the wavy edge of the sea, the 
dolphins curving.over, the diver going down clean, the little 
man climbing up the rock after him so eagerly. Then the men 
with beards who recline on the banqueting beds: ,how they hold 
up the mysterious egg! And the women with the conical head-. 
dress, how strangely they lean forward, with caresses we no 
longer know! The naked slaves joyfully stoop to the wine-jars 
, » , , The curves of their limbs show pure pleasure that goes 
deeper still in the limbs of the dancers, in the big, long 
hands thrown out and dancing to the very ends ef the fingers, . 
a dance that surges from within, like a current in the sea,

(m, 48)
Such vivid passages are not created without an extraordinary , 

amount of literary skill. What Tindall says of the snake dance in



Mornings in Mexico applies to many, descriptions in Struscan Places.
as wells "This commentary on symbolic ritiaal, becoming symbolic

27ritmalg has the radiance of great art,"
hawrenee1 s style is perhaps best swmaed up in the word, 

"intense, " reminding ms of Keats ? s criterions "The excellence of 
every art is its intensity, capable ©f making all disagreeables 
evaporate, from their close relationship with Beauty- and T r u t h , • 
Lawrence,, like Keats, wished to penetrate to the very essence of 
the concrete object, to discern the "living force at work beneath 
every phenomenon„11 ̂  He renders the flowers in Twilight in Italy 
and the vegetables" in Sea and Sardinia, but the intensity of his 
language conveys even more. It, suggests the "living force," the 
anima at the heart of each natural organism. Similarly, the moun- ; 
tains that surround the little Mexican village of ©axaca are reor
dered as much more than a feature of the landscapes they, too, 
seem to have a life, of their own, "The dry turf of the valley- 
bed gleams like soft skin, sunlit and pinkish ochre, spreading 
wide between the mountains that seem to emit their own darkness, 
a dark-blue vapour translucent, sombering them from the humped 
crests downwards. The many-pleated, noiseless mountains of

^Introduction, The Later D. Lawrence„ p, xvi0

The Selected Letters of John Keats, ed, Lionel Trilling 
(Hew Jerk, 1951)s p» 91, , .

^ 0  ^ ,,r ,Walter Jackson Bate„ Hegative Ganability (Gambridge, Mass,, 
1959)s p, 76* .
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Mexioa* «■ 0ne of tk© first to acclaim ̂ aKreaoe1 s' peemliar
gifts of insight, Huxley remarks that he 6 seemed to kaow, by per
sonal ■ experience <; what it was like to be a tree or a daisy or a 
breaking wave or even the mysterious moon itself0. He could get 
inside the skin of an animal and tell you in the most convincing 
detail how it felt and how, dimly, umhmnanly, it thought®8̂  How 
similar this is to Keats1 s 8 If a Sparrow come before my Window I 
take part in its existence and pick about the (travel 0 8 ̂  Howhere 
does Lawrence better display this ability than in the description 
of the rattlesnakes in ffhe.Hopi Snake Bance, 8 Here, indeed, is 
11 Intensity, capable of-making all disagreeables evaporate” s flAnd 
after wondering a moment, the pale, delicate snake Steered away 
with a rattlesnake1 s beautiful movement,, rippling and looping, 
with the small, sensitive head lifted like antennae, across the 
sands s o o  Like soft, watery lightning went the wondering snake1*

(m, 75) -
fhe same insist that he applied to individual objects 

serves to penetrate the surface of human life_as wells Hot con
tent with depicting human beings in their ordinary relationships 
with one another, engaged in what we commonly think of as living, 
Lawrence sought to render simultaneously the radical force and

5© Introduction, • Letters, p. xxx.

■ ̂  Letters of John Keats« n* 90s
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flux of life underlying the endless superficial manifestations 
©f ito Joseph Warren Beach says that he ^wishes t© illustrate the 
•variegated manifestation of the.life-impulse, the manifoldeolora- 
tion of the stream of life3 hut his main concern is-with the 
stream, and— in the stream~with itsyflowu11̂  Vivid diction, inte
gration of sense impressions and of the various aspects of the 
scene, selection of revealing detail, repetition, pace are all 
involved in the passage from • fwilight,in Italy describing the peas
ants gathering hay in the rain, but the whole is greater than the 
sum of the partso bawrahoe* s technique.seems to penetrate the 
elemental flow of life beneath the individual manifestation that 
it renders s

The body bent forward towards the earth, closing round on 
itself3 the arms clasped full of hay, clasped round the hay 
that presses soft and close to the'breast and the body, that 
pricks heat into the arms, and the skin of the breast, and 
fills the lungs with the sleepy scent of dried herbs$ the 
rain that falls heavily and wets the shouldern, so. that the 
shirt: clings to the hot, firm skin and the rain comes with 
heavy, pleasant coldness, on the. active flesh, running in a 
trickle down towards the loins, secretly; this is the peasant, 
this hot welter of physical sensation* And it is all intoxi
cating almost like a soporific, libs a sensuous drag, to 
gather the burden, to one' s body in the rain, to stumble across 
. the living grass to the shed, to relieve one’ s arms of the 
weight, to throw down the hay on to the heap, to feel light 
and free in the dry shed, then to return again into the chill, 
hard rain, to stoop again under the rain, and rise to return 
again with the burden* (6=7)

^  Beach, p* 571 *



. Iiawrenee11 s interest la the flow beneath the surfade". ef 
timaan life stems from M s  metaphysleal theory of the mniverse» Hot: 
oaly human life, but all life is immersed in a fundamental flux of 
being— * the relatedness’and interrelatedness of all things flows 
and changes and trembles like a stream** For Lawrence, the stream 
is the reality; 11 If one tries to find out, wherein the quickness of 
the quick lies, it is in a certain weird relationship between that 
which is- quick and'— I don' t know; . perhaps all the rest of things.
It seems to consist in; an odd sort, of fluid, changing, grotesque or 
beautiful relatedhesstM^ Ee explains the metaphysic in his essays; 
in his art M s  style communicates it even more forcefully* Through 
the rendering of the immediate experience, a sense of the over- 
whelming beauty and mystery of the ageless universe emerges in his. 
description of the sunset over an Etruscan place; .

From time to time, going up...to the town homewards, we come 
to the edge of the walls and' look out into the vast glow of 
gold, which is sunset, marvellous* the steep ravines sinking 
in darkness, the farther valley silently, greenly gold, with 
hills breathing luminously up, passing out into the pure, 
sheer gold gleams of the far-off sea, in which a shadow, per
haps an island, moves like a mote of life* And like great.

. guardians the Garrara mountains jut forward,; naked in the 
pure light like fleshy with their crests portentous; so that 
they seem to be advancing' on us; while-all the vast concavity 
of the west roars with gold llquesceney, ,.as if the last hour. 
had come, and the gods were smelting ms all back into yellow 

. transmuted oneness. (105=104)

^  Lawrence, "The. Hovel, * Reflections on the Death of a 
gorcusine (Philadelphia,, lf25),,pa 114, . . .



Suck descrip'tion prompted Huxley to declare that "kawrence^s special 
and characteristic gift was an extraordinary sensitiveness to what 
Wordsworth called ’unknown modes of being*1'. He was always intensely 
aware of the mystery of the world 9 and the mystery was always for

- 55 ■ • ' ' ' , 'him a numen  ̂divine*8 The ultimate achievement of Lawrence’s 
style—=his uses of 8 language as language*-'-is the rendering not only 
of concrete experienee9 but also of the elemental flux beneath exper
ience 9 the divinity pervading the universe* Thus Lawrence8 s philo
sophy, which, may be regarded as another level in. the travel books ,
inheres to a large extent in his rendering of experience*

Introduction, Letters* p* xi®



17. EVALUATING THE EIPERIEHCE

Whether they refer to it as moral interestg intellectual 
substauces universalityg ©r simply theme, most critics demand some~ 
thing more of a literary work of art than the rendering of specific 
experienceo Not only mast the experience be vividly apprehended? 
it must also be made meaningfulo Lawrence himself notes that "the 
absolute need which one has for some sort of satisfactory mental 
attitude towards oneself and things in general makes one try to
abstract some definite conclusion from one1s experiences as a writer
■ ■ ■ 1and as a man®11 This attempt is evident in everything Lawrence wrote, 
Graham Hough tells us that 11 he is not only a sensibility and a reveal
ing instrument, and his art is not only (in the literal-.sense) a 
passion, something experienced and transmitted as directly as may 
be— it is also a deliberate exploration and analysis of discoveries»8 
Edward Nehls objects to the fact that Lawrence? s intellect has been 
underrated, claiming, 8Lawrence would not be Lawrence without his 
peculiar interplay of sense impressions and a keenly intellectual 

evaluation of theme8 ̂

Foreword, Fantasia^ c x>o xlvo
 ̂ 2 Hough, pc 11o 

 ̂Nehls, 8Spirit of Place,8 p, 271o
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Intellectual evaluation mays of course, take many forms»

Mark Scherer finds this dimension in the travel books in the "cul
tural and even sociological11 implications in Lawrence1 s treatment

il ' ' - ' - . * ,of place* ‘ Louis fenenbaum sees a "political symbolism in Lawr
ence rs pilgrimage. to the Etruscan tombs" because Lawrence clearly 
indicates his preference for the Etruscan orientation "over the
Roman Italian in whose image Mussolini was then seeking to refashion
- ' - ' 5 ■ , ■ ■ ■ . ■' ‘ . ■the nation*8_ But the, implications involved in LawreneeVs presenta

tion of the Swiss Alps s the. Sardinian peasants a the Bew Mexiean.
Indian dances, and the Etruscan frescoes are mainly philosophic*
In the travel books, as in the novels, cultural, sociological or 
political interest usually derives from or leads to metaphysical 
speculations, for Lawrence’s vision was primarily in these latter 
terms* "It seems to me that even art is utterly dependent on philos
ophy s or if you prefer it, on a metaphysic* * ,* * Men live and see 
according to some gradually developing and gradually withering vision*
This vision exists also as a metaphysie--exists first as such* Then
• ■ x ’ ' ■it is unfolded into life and art*" He observed and recorded the
most trivial - aspects of daily life, but, ultimately, his attempt,
apparent in almost all of his works, was to put "one life mode

7
against another life mode*"

Introduction, Foste Restante* o* 11.
5 fenenbaum, p, 125*
£ . " i. ■ .1 " '.r ■Lawrence* Foreword* Fantasia* * *\ pp« xiv-xv*
7 Potter, p* 108,



LawreneeJs philosophy is often summed, up in terms of the 
opposing elements which formed the basis of his vision =. Vivas sug
gests that the central antithesis is 11 the conflict between 8 lifer 
and the superficiality of contemporary living11 $

rLife8 is lived at high tension, at a deep level of aware
ness, and contrasts with the relaxed unconsciousness of modern 
man8 s activities— an unconsciousness which is nevertheless full 
of irritated nervous friction® The opposition also involves 

. the contrast between "nature,8 instinct with living power and . 
dark force, on the one hand, and on the other an industrialism • 
which'makes life impossible| between strength and impotence, 
sincerity and lies, passion and intellect, emotion and nerveso®

Industrialism was both the outcome and the symbol of all Lawrence 
detested, and he inveighed against it endlessly® "The final empha
sis which all Lawrence8 s convincing explorations into the 8 quick ©f 
self8 both illumine_and realise, is his criticism of industrial 
civilisation®819 For this civilisation, represented the reduction of
all life to the mind, to calculation, categorization and abstraction, 
which make of man a fragmentary and false being® Christian emphasis 
on the spirit, which de-eaphasizes the body and the self and insists 
on spiritual love for the hot-self, is lilcewise deceiving and, in 
the end, de-humanizing® 888The goal of life,8 says Lawrence, 8is the 
coming to perfection of each single individual®8 This seems to be

® Eliseo Vivas,. "Lawrence8 s Problems,88 Kenyon Review® III 
(Winter, 19*1), S'?®. ,. .

" 9 Raymond Williams, "The Social Thinking of 1® H® Lawrence,11 
A H® H®, Lawrence Miscellany®.ed® Harry T® Moor© (Carbondale, 111®,.
im), p. îi. • .
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M s central idea* Individmalityy which means realisation of self 
and of otherness, comes from contact with the $ creative flux** Self- 
realisation, however, is less knowing than being? and the vital flux 
is always embodied0n‘*‘®

Salvation lies in a spontaneous, natural relationship between 
the individual man and the universe of Which he is a part* Spirit
ual idealsmental concepts, scientific analysis"#nd mechanistic 
devices are serious impediments to such a relation? hence, LawT” 
enee1s interest in primitive societies, “which had not thought to 
distinguish clearly between organic and inorganic, spirit and mat
ter, but saw the whole universe and all parts of it as simply and

n  ■ ; obviously alive*11 In the pagan world an intense relationship with
the physical environment was the normal mode of life and the source 
of vitality* “Lawrence’s great theme is relationship * * * of all 
kinds? between man and man, woman and beast, or anybody and the rad- 
iant universe*8 The conception of the 8 radiant universe8 is one 
of the first principles of his philosophy as well as one of thi strik
ing features of his arts-

10 Tindall, Introduction* The Later S* H* Lawrence* p* vi*

11 Hough, p* 224*
12 'Tindall, Introduction, The Later D* H* Lawrence* p* x*
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Lawrence8s philosophy is basically naturalistic „ „ 0 for 

him. Sod is in nature. He flames in the poppy, darts in the 
snake, ripens and bursts in the fig, loves and becomes self- 
conscious in man„ Sod only transcends these things in the 
sense that he is more than any one of them6 But he has no 
being outside them, « <>. =

Sod, then, is the whole natural order seen in the mode of 
reverence and delight* , » » And all creatures, including man, 
mast, find their fulfilment in their natural being, in harmony 
with the whole natural order5

The theme that underlies practically everything Lawrence 
wrote is beautifully summarised in his final work, Apocalypses 
"For man, as for flower and beast and bird, the supreme triumph is 
to be most vividly, most perfectly alive0 Whatever the unborn and 
the dead may know, they cannot know the beauty, the marvel of being 
alive in the. flesh* * . ». We ought to dance, with rapture that we
should be alive and in the flesh and part of the living, incarnate

1 ,,i4 ’ ■ ' "■ - '•cosmos*H
- ' - .

The exploration of these central tenets occupies Lawrence in
each of the travel books and provides the necessary. %evaluation* of 

the.experience presented* The purpose of this chapter is net to ■ 
give a. therou^ analysis, and certainly not an appraisal, of Lawr
ence* s philosophy, but to examine its expression in these four books,

Eiehard Aldington comments that "Twilight in Italy was hardly 

a felicitous title for this beautiful book, which has much more of

^  Hough, p0 225*

14 (lew lork, 1952), pp* 199-200*
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- X5 ' ' ' '' 'sunlight' than of dusk in it.0tt. The place was indeed full of sun

shine, . but what ifawenee saw there was the  ̂twilight" of a way of 

life, the passing; of an, order* . :
The "twilight* of the title is,the twilight of the old 

peasant.society,,where Ben ©rdered their lives by the rhythms 
of the seasons, worked with their families.in their own fields 
and vineyards, and lived by the fruits of their labours* The 
young Italians ho longer wanted that life* They wanted ma
chines, money, cities, emigration to Ameriea*l6

This theme, is introduced in the first chapter, "The Gmcifix 
Across the fountains," where Lawrence devotes more than four pages 
to describing the sensual life of the Bavarian peasant;

It is the same at all times,,- whether it is -the mowing with 
the;scythe on the hill-siopes, or hewing the timber, or steer
ing the raft down the river * * * whether it is drinking in 
the Gasthaus, or making love, * * * or hating steadily and 
cruelly, or whether it is kneeling in spell-bound subjection 
in the incense-filled church * * ..it is always the same, the 
dark, powerful, mystic, sensuous experience is the whole of 
him, he is mindless, (12)

It is interesting to note that the first version of this essay dis-,
posed of the upland peasants in one . short paragraph*In revising
the essay for Twilight in Italy, Lawrence evidently expanded this
section to support the themes of the book as a whole*

Farther south, on the Lag© di Sarda, Lawrence finds a few 
Italian peasants who, like the Bavarians, are still bound to the

^  Introduction, Twilight in Italy (London, 1956) p* vii,

^  Anthony Beal, p* IGJ* See also hehls, "Spirit of Place,". 
pp. 27a-274* ,

*7' See "Ohrists in the Tirol," Phoenix* p. 85*
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soils fulfilled in. the physical realitye There, is the old spinners
"She was like, a fragment of earthy she was a living stone of the 

terrace, sim= bleached11 (TIa 55=5̂ )<= There is the wood-eutter 
from the mountainss "quite a savageo'o, e ? He is fierce as a bird, 
and hard witti energy as a thunderbolts » „ He is like some violent
natural phenomenon rather than a person" (l8l)o There is 21 Bur©, a

modem incarnation of Pano. Watching him as he swiftly and sensi
tively grafts the vines, Lawrence observes, "He was not a worker<>
He was a creature in intimate communion with the sensible world, 
knowing purely by touch the limey mess he mixed amongst, knowing as 
if by relation between that soft matter and the matter. of .himself* 
(199)o . ;

But most of the Italian peasants seemed in an awkward state 
of transition* The fragrant lemon gardens were deserted, falling 

into ruins because the lemons were no longer profitable? the old 
padrone yearned for more than the Italian earth and sunshine could

give, : ' ' ■ .; .
The machines were more to his soul than the sun* He. did not 

know these mechanisms, their great, human-contrived, inhuman 
power, and he wanted to know them* As for the sun, that is 
common property, and no man ,1s. distinguished by it* He wanted 
machines, aachine-produetion, money and human power* He wanted 
to know the joy of man who has got the earth in his grip, bound 
it up with railways, burrowed it with iron fingers, subdued it*

• ' (TI, 94)
In the 11 San Saadehsio” chapter, Lawrence meets the fieri family,
Paolo was"a man of the old order-—"there was something concluded and
unalterable about him, something inaccessible" (1̂ 2); Maria, his



wife9 "had got the hang of this world, of eomeree and activity, 
she wanted to master it@ But she was weighted down by her heavy 
animal blood" (155) = But their. son Mevami was entirely of the 
new order, eager t© learn,,to use his mind, to invent little me= 
chanieal gadgets, and most of all, to leave San. Saudensio and go 
to Americao Sadly, Lawrence sees that "the old order, the order 
of Paolo o » o was. passing away from the beautiful little terri
tory" (171)» Another chapter of Twilight in Italy is devoted to 
"Johno" John had already been to America and was about to leave 
wife and children to returns

Hothing was more painful than to see him standing there 
in his degraded, sordid American clothes, on the deck of the 
steamer, waving us good-bye, belonging in his final desire 
to our world, the world of consciousness and deliberate action. 
With his candid, open, unquestioning, face, he seemed like a 

- prisoner, being, conveyed from one form of life to another, (226)
If not to America, it was to Switzerland. The passing-of- 

the-old-order theme is further amplified in the chapter "Italians 
in Exile." Former peasants or sons of peasants, these Italians 
had come to work in a factory in "a gloomy cold Swiss valley," in 
order to make money, to become a part of the great industrial civ
ilization of the lorth. "They loved Italy passionately. . »• . All 
their blood, all their senses were Italian, needed the Italian sky, 
the speech, the. sensuous life" (2g6); but "they would not go back, 

at least, not to the old Italy. Suffer, as they might, and they did 
suffer, wincing in every nerve and fibre from the cold material 
insentience of the northern countries, » .» •» still they would endure 
this for the sake of something else they wanted® (2$2). Walking



through Switzerland, on 11 The Return Journey,K Lawrence is appalled 

"by the ugly little industrial towns in Italian Switzerland* where 
H cubes ef dwellings rise stark from the destroyed earth* swarning 
with a sort of verminous life8 (505)° And finally he notes the 
dead ^twilight" in Milan: 11 here the process of disintegration
was vigorous* and centered in a multiplicity of mechanical aetivl= 
ties that engage the human mind as well as the body/ But always : 
there was the same purpose stinking in it all, the mechanizing, 
the perfect mechanizing of human life" (511)o

The same theme appears in Lawrence1 s novel,. The Lost S-lrlo 
Giccio, an Italian, peasant, goes to England ..with a group of. roving 
entertainers.

©Id instinct told him the world was nothing. But modem 
education, so shallow, was much more efficacious than instinct. 
It drove him to make a show of himself to the world. Alvina 
watching him,, as if hypnotized, saw •his old beauty, formed 
through civilisation after civilisation; and at the same time 
she saw. his modern vulgarism, and d e c a d e n c e .18

• But Lawrence, s. real interest in the social phenomenon of the 
passing '• of an old order, symbolized in thesa individual Italians, 
was its, illustration of opposing life modes. Beyond the twilight1* 
of an eepnomie order in transition, he recognized a metaphysical •. 
twilights "The flesh neutralizing the spirit, the spirit neutral^ 
izing the flesh, the law of the average asserted" (TI, 51). As we 
have noted, reality exists, for Lawrence "only as a pair of oppo
sites. , , . This dualism is not a mere dichotomy, it is a conflict,
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The two sides are not merely contrasting with each other s they are 

in active oppositi0n»n̂  ̂ In his long essay, “The Grown,11 written 
at about the same time he was revising Twilight in Italy, Lawrence 
symbolizes this duality in the painful struggle ©f the lien and 
the uni.com fighting for the .crown® The lion represents the flesh, 
the body, the blood, the power urge, the pagan reality,'while the 
unicorn symbolizes the spirit, the mind, the will, the love urge, 
the Christian reality® The “Self?.or subjective reality is central 

to the lion, but the unicorn strives to subdue the “Self" through 
objectivity and spiritual love® Both lion and unicorn, and the 
opposing life modes they represent, are infinite® “Whilst I am 
temporal and mortal, I am framed in the struggle and embrace of 
the two opposite waves of darkness and of light® ® ® .» My source 
and issue is in two eternities, 1 am founded in the two infin- 
ites®1'2® ; ‘ r

This duality forms a philosophic thread running throughout 
Twilight in Italy® In the first chapter there is the contrast be
tween the warm sensual life of the. peasants, and the gleaming, snowy 
heights, forever transcending them® Here, as elsewhere, Lawrence 
uses ice and snow to symbolize the. mental and spiritual aspects 
of man1 s being® . In "The Lemon , Gardens" he expounds at length on 
the duality® The. soul of the Italian is consummated in the senses?

Hough, p® 225®
20 "The Grown," Ref1actions^ ®•® > p® 24®



In the sunshine he basks asleep$ gathering up a vintage 
into his veins which in the night-time he will distil t into 
ecstatic sensual delight* » » 0 the raucous* cat-like de
structive enjoyment* the senses conscious and crying out in 

. their eonsciousness in the pangs of the enjoyment* which has 
consumed the southern nation* perhaps all the Latin races 
since the Renaissance, (6©)

The mind is submerged* the senses are absolute* •the will lies above 
the loins*" all life is absorbed into the individual beings "this 
is one way of transfiguration into the eternal flame* the transfig
uration through ectasy in the flesh" (lo2)0 But for the northern 
races the transfiguration is realized through'the mind going out . 
of the Selfs "In realizing the Hot-le I am consummated, I become 
infinite, . « » To achieve this eonsmmation 1 .love my neighbour as 
myself. My neighbour is all that is not me" (67)» This complete 
elimination of Self is responsible for the impersonality and dehu
manization of the industrial countries# . ■

It- was this religious belief which expressed itself in 
science0 Science was the analysis of the outer self* the 
elementary substance of the Self* the outer world. And the 
machine is the great reconstructed, selfless power. Hence the 
active worship to which we were given at the end of the last 
century* the worship of mechanised force, (TI* 7©"71)

Lawrence is often described as an active worshipper of sen
sual force* at the opposite end of the continuum. One of his 
earliest critics writes* "In himself through Italy* he came clearly 
to know the two infinitesi Christ-selflessness on the one hand* and 
tiger-egd of domination and sensation* which he has celebrated as no 
one has done since Blake,8 His preference for the second infinite*

21 _  . ■

Herbert J, Seligmam* D, B, Lawrences An American Inter
pretation (Hew York* 1924) * p, 4l, . “
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the sensual, mode of life, is indicated in a. letter of January 17s
1915 s about the time he was writing the first twilight in Italy
sketches s “Hy great religion is a belief.in the blood, the flesh,
as being wiser than the intellect 0 We can go wrong in our minds „

22But what our blood feels, believes and says is true,11 Lawrence 
admires, seems almost to envy, II Bare, the woodcutter from the 
mountains, and* the old spinning woman, who have realized the con
summation through darkness and Self„ He loves the crucifixes with 
the sturdy, peasant Ghrists who seemed to resist the fact of the 
nails and the cross, to refuse to submit to the disgrace of the 
bodyi while he. is horrified by the large, hulking Ghrist of the 

baroque chapel, who portrayed the final denial of the sensual life,
11 The criminal look of misery and hatred on the fixed, violated face 
and in the bloodshot eyes is almost impossible0 He is conquered, 
beaten, broken̂  his body is a mass of torture, an unthinkable shamee 
Yet his will remains obstinate and ugly, integral with utter hatred" 
(TIo 25)o The snow on the Bavarian heights is seen as a cruel nega
tion of the warm natural life below. It is a source of death, a 
form of not-beingo The question it poses is "to be or not to be," 
but "it is not a question for death to answer" (TI, 14), It is a 

question of modes' of life, the eternal radiance, and loftiness of ■ 
the snow-capped mountains representing denial of the dark sensual 
life and empty supremacy of the cold light of the mind and spirit.

Letters, p0 94=
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Gerald bf Women in Love9 the industrial ists the man of mind and 
win, freezes to death ob the icy slopes of these same mountains„

Lawrence makes, the same value judgment in R fhe Theatre0 sec
tion of Twilight in Italy0 Interpreting Hamlet in terms of his own 
theme, he says, “Hamlet is far more even than ©restes, his proto
type, a mental creature, anti-physical, anti-sensual. The whole 
drama is the tragedy of the convulsed reaction of the mind from the
flesh, of spirit from the self" (124),0 Hence, Lawrence finds Hamlet

'i' ' » ,

unclean and loathsome, as he does Enrico Persevalli, the young actor 
portraying him0 “Enrico Persevalli has just reached the position.

He is Hamlet, , , „ He is the modern Italian, suspicious, isolated, 
self-nauseated, labouring in a sense of physical corruption0 (12$)* 
Both Enrico and Hamlet dlSgust Lawrence. with their answer to the 
ultimate question; “The question,; to be or not to be, , , , does 

not mean, to live or not to live. It is not the simple human being 
who puts himself the question, it is the supreme I, King and Father, 
To be or not to be King  ̂Fatherj in the Self supremei And the deci
sion is not to"be* (127),

But closer analysis suggests that Lawrence would not have 
been altogether satisfied with the decision “to be“ either, Qt the 
actor, Enrico Persevalli, he writes, “As a matter of fact, he knows 
quite well, and has known all his life, that his pagan Infinite,, 

his transport of the flesh and the supremacy of the male in father
hood, is all unsatisfactory0 (-XX, 1#$-1^4), Each as L&wrenee ad
mires 11 Buro, the purely physical man, there is something repellent 
about him (201), The woodcutter “is like a god, a strange natural
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phenomenon, most intimate and compelling, wonderful,. But he is not 
a human being11 (182) „ The Italian is attractive and beautiful 
11 because he worships the Godhead in the flesh. We envy him, we 
feel pale and insignificant beside him. Yet at the same time we 
feel superior to him, as if he were a child and we adult11 (78),

Beither extreme, neither mode of life and means of consume 
mation, is sufficient in itself, Agreeing with Lawrence*s inter
pretation of Hamlet, Michael Fraenkel writes, '

In Samlet mind usurps the place of Self, Mind—  Intel 1 eet—  
a function of the Self, an attribute, among other attributes, 
of consciousness, becomes conscious, , , , But mind can have 
no existence, and no fulfilment, separate and apart from the 
living self, and from its fulfilment,; The self, fulfils it- . 
self in a complete, total process in which the mind shares# *

©n the other hand, 11 the phallus is the symbol of creative divinity. 
But it represents only, part of creative divinity. The Italian has 
made it represent the whole. Which is now his misery 0 
(TI, 109)o Lawrence recognises that B there may be a great inequal
ity, disproportion, within me, that I am nearly all darkness0 , . , 
Then 1 shall return again and again to the womb of darkness, avid, 
never satisfied, X shall know the one consummation, the one direc
tion only, in the darkness, , , , I shall have partial being; but 
never the whole, never the full,11̂  This disproportion is why the

25 Michael' Fraenkel, 11 The Otherness of B, H, Lawrence,H Death 
Is Not Enoughs Essays in Active negation (London, 1939) $ pp. lOO-lOl,

Lawrence, "The Grown," Reflections , , ,, p, 27,
f  a ■. i nj n! 71 ta * - % A- *



Italian men met go away to Americas \
It is not the money9 It is the profound desire to re

habilitate themselvesg to.recover some dignity as men, as 
produoersg as workers, as creators from the spirit, not only 
from the flesh. It is a profound desire to get away from 
women altogether,.the terrible subjugation to sex, the 
phallic worship, (TI, 104=105)
■ The major theme in Twilight in Italy,, as in "The Orown^" and 

The Rainbow, is the necessity for relationship, reconciliation be
tween the two extremes. The ?twilight* in.Italy is the confusion 
of the two life-modes— "I'either being nor not-being,11 "neutrality," 
which makes the monks and Enrico Persevalli detestable. The 11 rain
bow" is the perfect span uniting the opposite eternities, "Where is 
the transcendent knowledge in our hearts, uniting sun and darkness, 
day and night, spirit and. senses? Why do we not know that the two 
in consummation are onej that each is only part; partial and alone 

for ever| but that the two in consummation are perfect , , .(TI, 5S
Lawrence’s works are full of symbols for this state of equilibrium 
where the opposites complement and fulfill each other— the arch, 
the crown, the seed, the body of foam between the meeting waves, the 
music between the cymbals. In Twilight in Italy he refers to it as 
the Holy Ghost who completes the power of the Father and the love 
of the Son, the Self and the. Hot-Selfs

What is really Absolute is the Mystic Reason which connects 
both Infinites, the Holy Ghost that relates both natures of 
God, , , , This Absolute of the Holy Ghost we may call Truth
or Justice or Right, These are partial names, indefinite and
unsatisfactory unless there be kept the knowledge of the two 
Infinites, pagan and Christian, which they go between. When
both are there, they are like a superb bridge on which one can
stand and know the whole world,» , , the two halves of the 
universe, .(152=155)
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Sms Lawrence's admiration of sensuality in the Italian peas
ant is an attempt to counterbalance the opposite extreme of cold 

mechanization that dominates northern civilization,. As Moore sum
marizes this aspect of his thought,

His extolling of 'bipod knowledge' was not an advocation 
that what he called 'mind knowledge1 should be annihilated| 
on the contrarys he merely felt that civilization had gone 
too far in the direction of cerebral activity and needed a 
strong dose of its opposite to help restore the balance, *. » »
It was not the acquisition of knowledge or the activity of 
the intellect that he hated, but the perversion of theseprocesses. 5

Like fwilight in Italy, Sea and Sardinia has sociological 
Implications: "In'his Study of the vividly dark island, so long iso
lated from the culture of continental Europe, he ,[Lawrence] sees 
Sardinia after it has been drawn' into despoiling tensions of con
tinental war.11 ̂  The younger generation wants to leave the land, to 
work for wages. The Sardinian bus-driver is disgusted because his 
countrymen do not know how to strike. And Lawrence could not help 
wondering whether Sardinia would resist the last waves of enlighten
ment and world unity. (SS, 154) .

But again Lawrence's main interest is in the philosophic dis
coveries in this experience. He was interested in going "back, back 
down the old ways of time" (88, 179) to learn the secret of the pagan

Moore. Life and Works of D. H. Lawrence (Hew York. 1951),
pp. 258-59. : , ■ ■ . .

25 Sehorer, Introduction, Foste Restante. p. 10.
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world and better understand the pagan elements latent In every human 
.being* “Strange and wonderful ehords awake in us, and vibrate again 
after many hundreds of years of complete forgetfulness? (88. 179)« 
Sardinia, far more backward than the Italian mainland, gave him the 
opportunity to explore the spirit of a remote, enly half=humanized 
place and through it to explore the primitive consciousness of man®

The theme of primitivism is suggested over and over again®
He tells us that Sardinia flliSs * * * outside the circuit of civi
lisation* (1#)® The Sardinian landscape is strange and sinister, 8 as 
if here the world left off,11 as if the country had been “left outside 
of time and history8 (84) 0 He compares the scenery with the ancient 
Geltic regions of Gornwall where he had recently sojourned: “Ah, the
dark, sombre grass, the naked skyl the forlefn horses in the wintry 
morning!. Strange-is a Geltic landscape® ® ® » Before the curtains of 
history lifted, one feels the world was like this8 (22)® It is awe
inspiring, but at the same time hostile, a savage, dark-bushed sky- 
exposed land, forsaken to the sea dad the sun“ (2$G) ® Kingsley lidmer 
notes that we never find in hawrence a sentimental view of either 
primitive people or places: “Uncivilized natural scenery in Law

rence* s fiction (and in his travel writings) is described with pas
sionate attention and feeling but is almost invariably.inhospitable 
and harsh®8̂  The peasants of the country were immersed in this

“The Primitive Aesthetics B® H® Lawrence,8 Journal of Aes- 
thetios and Art Criticism, XVII (March, 1959), 548®,



landscapes •The peemliar ancient loneliness of the Sardinian hills 
clings to them, and. something stiff5, static, pre=world6 (88,. 211).

The central theme in Sea and Sardinia lies in Lawrence!s 
evalmation of the Sardinian peasant,, As Tindall puts it, •in his 
earlier trip to Italy, as told in Twilight in Italy» 1916, he had 
observed the peasants with interest) on the second trip, as told in 
Sea and Sardinia, 1921, his hunt for the primitive peasant became an 
obsession,,n What he particularly admires in the Sardinian peasant,

with his lovely black and white costume, is his "maleness<>11 "How 
handsome he is, and so beautifully male!" (88, 92)o Lawrence con
trasts the bright clothing that makes the man dominate his surround
ings with the "khaki-muffled, rabbit-indistinguishable, ignominious" 

appearance of modern men (150)» And he mourns that this species of 
fierce, individual men is practically extinct5

How fascinating it is, after the soft Italians, to see 
these limbs in their close knee-breeches,, so definite, so 
manly, with the old fierceness in them still» ©ae realizes 
with horror, that the race of men is almost' extinct in Europe« 
Only Ghrist-like heroes and woman-worshipping Bon Juans, and 
rabid equality-mongrels'a .. The old hardy, indomitable male is 
gone* His fierce singleness is quenchedo (95)

A significant feature of the -Sardinian peasant is lack of 
"brotherlihess and civilised simplicity” (152)0 Reiterating the Self 

vs. Ron-Self theme of Twilight in Italy, Lawrence notes that
— ’  ...  vw -oweasa

There is a gulf between oneself and them. They have no 
inkling of our crucifixion, our universal consciousness.
Each of them is pivoted and limited in himself as wild

28 D. H. Lawrence and Susan. . . . pp. 1@$-1©4.
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animals are* They look out, and they see other objects, 
objects to ridicule or mistrust or to sniff curiously at.
But "thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself" has never 
entered their souls at all* * * * Their neighbour is a 
mere external* Their life is centripetal, pivoted inside' 
itself, and does.not run out towards others and mankind*

. (S§, 155-154)
Much as Lawrence admires this quality, at times he becomes 

furious with the ignorance and vulgarity of the Sardinians * He can
not stand the wine-stained host of, the dreary hole of an inn in Sor- 
gonoi he gets fed up with “the grumpy inhabitants who won81 even give 
you a crust of bread11 (229-256) * Even the urchins are dirty and jeer
ing (l75)o He likes the 11 lone wolf11 soul of the 11 gir ova go,11 but finds 
“something a bit sordid about him11 (165)0 Hence, John Middleton Surry 
concludes that Sea and Sardinia “seethes with weak and childish con
tradictions* Lawrence8 s right hand - does, not know,, or seems not to 
know, what his left hand is doing*18,^ , Murry feels these contradictions 
result from Lawrence8 s avoidance of a vital decisions

The question was thisss Bid he really accept» -or did he 
really reject, modem life-vlife into which, fitfully and 
weakly, but yet finally, the spirit of love has entered?
If he really rejected it, and chose to return to a condi
tion; of life more primitive, pre-mental, pre-Ohristian, 
would he abide by the consequences, would he accept the 
sordidness, the malevolence, the uncouthness of it?50

Murry misses the point, Lawrence loved his “indomitable coarse men
from mountain Sardinia for their stocking caps and their splendid

29 SSB of'lma#8 . Being the Life Story of Sa la Lawrence 
$Iew York, 1951 )s p7l45* .

5® Murry, p* 146*
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aaiiaal stupidity" . (1Ĵ ) ? teeause they re p  re s e a t e d  the opposite 
extreme- needed to counterbalance the 11 all=alikeness11. prodmced by 
Ohristiaa equality and industrial ism<> ®fhe primitive tends to be 
positive for Lawrence when it provides a point of criticism for mod
ern civilization, but when the primitive is taken, in itself, or as an 
actual quality of life, it is found to be repul sivei"^

About a year before the writing of. Sea and Sardinia Lawrence 
had visited the monastery at Monte Gassino and witnessed other Ital
ian peasants living much as their ancestors had lived in the Middle 
Ages; their "consciousness" belonged to another era* Comparing these 
peasants with modem men, he wrote, that he would choose the peasant, 
"not because the peasant was wonderful and stored with mystic quali
ties," but because "he lacked that complacent mentality „ -» , he 
lacked all the trivial trash of glib talk and more glib thought, all 
the conceit of our shallow consciousness* For his mindlessness I
would have chosen the peasants for his strong blood presence*"^''

. - ' . ;  ■ 1 .On the other hand, he could not accept their "hard, static, unhoping

souls that persist in the eld lifeo"^ Here, too, Lawrence is caught ,
in the dilemma that Murry sees in Sea and Sardinia* But in both placeq
his conclusion is clear* At Mente Gassino, which seemed like "the. last

Widmer , p* $46* .

Lawrence, Introduction, Memoirs of the Foreign Legion* by 
M jaurice] ijagnus] (Hew lork, 192$), pp= , /

' 35 ' : : ' - 'Ibid*, pp* $2=33*
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foothold of the old world*• Lawrence felt that he and his friend 
sitting high above the. world of railroads and 11 democracy,, indns- 
trialism, socialism* were in another world*— baek in the Middle Ages. 
'Both worlds were agony to me0 Bat here, on the momtain top, was 
worsts The past, the poignancy of the not=quite™dead past, 81 
think one’s got to go through with the life down there— get somewhere

54 'beyond it. One ean’t go back,8 I said.8 Similarly, in Sea and 
Sardinia, Lawrence marvels over the beatatiftal medieval town of 
Orosei, 8all so lost, in a world long gone by, lingering as legends 
linger on.* He concludes,.*And it would be hell to' have to live there 
for a month. let for a moment, that January morning, how wonderful, 
oh, the timeless glamour of those Middle Ages when men were lordly

and violent and shadowed with death* (229=25©).
" F

In Mexico and the southwestern part of the Bnited States, Lawr
ence found a people much farther "back down the old ways of time* than 
the Sardinians. . After his first encounter with the Indians he felt
*a bitterer'dark, a pungent awakening to the long past, old dark-

55  'ness.* The led Indians seemed to him *mnch older than ©■reeks, or
, , , ; • .  , ^  ■

Hindus or any Europeans or even Egyptians.*^ But again, there is
no question of * going back. * *1 don’ t want to go back to them, ah

5^ Lawrence, Introduction, .Memoirs . * . , p. 57o

. 55 Sindians and an Englishman,* Khomix, p. 95=
5̂  *Hew Mexico. * Phoenix, p. 144. . .



nevero I never want, to deny them or break with theme But there 
is no going back* Always onward, still further. The great devious 
onward-flowing stream, of conseious human bloodo From them to me, 
and from me on 011 Just as he had found something " inac c e s sibl e" 
about some of the Italian peasants and felt a 11 gulf" separating him 
from the Sardinian, he recognizes that the, Indians represent another 
dimension of existence * The vast difference between the white con
sciousness and the Indian consciousness is one of the important themes 
of Mornings in Mexicoe

In the first sketch, 11 Oorasmin and the Parrots,” Lawrence des
cribes the fanciful theory of Aztec ”Suns” which accounts for the 
evolution of life through,Worlds successively created and destroyeda 
The sum itself convulses, and the worlds go out like so many candles 
when somebody coughs in the middle of. them* Then subtly, mysteriously, 
the sun convulses again, and a new set of worlds begins to flicker 
alight” (4) <, With each new world came a new form of life, separated 
by an unbridgeable gulf from the life of the previous world0 Between 
bird and dog, between, monkey and man, “there1 s no rope of evolution 
o o- o like a navel string « , « there$ s a cataclysm and another di

mension11 (7)o Similarly, between the Indian mono and his white mas
ter “is the gulf of the other dimension, and he wants to bridge it 
with the foot-rule of three-dimensional space«, He knows it can® t be 

donee So do I8 (8)0

37 11 Indians and an Englishman,8 Phoenix, p, 99o
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Looking at it, from the point of view of the Indians in the 

essay on Hfhe Mozoj* Lawrence humorously describes their reaction to 
the white man with his 11 semi-magiisal secrets,.? his “curious tricks,H
his riiieulous “passion for invisible exactituieso11 “To them a

■ : ■ ' ’ ‘1.. '. . . white man or white woman is a sort of phenomenon? just as a monkey
is a sort of phenomenon? something to watch, and wonder at, and laugh 
at, but not to be taken on one' s own plane" (24=25) o Similarly, the 
white men watch the. Indian dances, as a curious, phenomenon"”good en= 
tertaimment for a Sunday afternoon = "To the ordinary white ear, the 
Indian's singing is rather a disagreeable howling of dogs to a tom
tom" (IB, 47=48) ,

Here there is more, than a contrasting of 1 if e-modes j there are 
two entirely separate dimensions of consciousness s "The Indian way 
of consciousness is different from and fatal to our way of conscious-, 
ness, ©ur way of consciousness is. different from and fatal to the, 
Indian, The two ways, the two streams are never to be united. They 
are not even to be reconciled. There is no bridge, no canal of con
nection" •(MM, 45-46), Towards the end of "The Hop! Snake Dance" 
Lawrence again emphasizes the radical differences ■

We. dam the Hile and take the railway across America, The 
Hop! smooths the rattlesnake and carries him in his mouth, to 
send him back into the dark places of the earth, an emissary 
to the inner powers.

To each sort of man his own achievement, his own victory, 
his.own conquest, (78)

And he realizes that the Indian is not only of an older but also of :
a lower cycle of existence, "So he, in his great religious struggle
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tor the Bedhead of mam, falls back beaten* . She Personal Sod who 
ordained a mechanical cosmos gave the victory to his sons11 (79)» 

nevertheless, as Tindall explains Lawrence1 s preoccupation 
with primitive people, 11 though we cannot go back to the savage or
to the past, we mast .learn from the savage and the past in order

• rf 5 8to revive the present*11 Lawrence has not abandoned the quest for 
a richer way of life that can revitalize the. wasteland of the modern 
world* And "what we could learn from, the savage for our Improve
ment was, of course, that dark:relationship with the living universe 
which among people' of Europe only the gamekeeper or the peasant en- 
joyso11̂  This 11 lesson11 proyides the major theme in the book*

The 8 relatedness11 extolled in Mornings in Mexico is, however, 
far more profound than the peasant1s relation with nature * Here 
Lawrence introduces an entire cosmology to support his theme* He 
envisions the universe in a great circular flux, everything slowly 
wheeling towards the center, towards the point of contact with every
thing else* -' ■

Everything seems slowly to circle and hover towards a 
central point, the clouds, the mountains round the valley, 
the dust that rises, the big, beautiful.., white-barred hawks 
* * *■ and even the snow-white flakes of' flowers upon the dim 
■D alo-bianco tree* Even the organ-cactus,' rising in stock- 
straight clumps, and the candelabrum cactus, seem to be 
slowly wheeling and pivoting upon a. centre, close upon it* (56)

In the “Market Day* sketch the people from the hills encircling the
town wind, down to.the great center of the market-place to be renewed

^  D* H* Lawrence and Susan * * *, p» 98*

■ ■ 97* ' '
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through the "spark of pomtaeto" When they leave the following day 
8 it is fulfilled, what they eerie to market for0 They have sold and 
bought * But more than that, they have had their moment of contact 
and centripetal flow* They have been part of a great stream of men 
flowing to a centre, to the vortex of the marketplace 6 Arid they 
have felt life concentrate upon them8 (42)» The intangible 8spark
of contact8 realized in the market-place is 8like the evening star,

' . .Wien it is neither night nor day, , , , The flashing intermediary, 
the evening star that .is seen, only at the dividing of the day and 
the night, but. then is more wonderful than either8 (42~43) ° Iri The 
Plumed Serpent, the evening star becomes one of the central symbols, 
performing a. function similar to that of the 8crown, 8 the "rainbow, 8 

or the "Holy Ghost8 in Lawrence*8 earlier worka But the star is 
more than a theoretical reconciliation of opposing life modes. It 
is the center to which all the opposing forces of the universe rush 
and in which they are related,. It is the source of life and vitality, 
the indivisible soul of each individual being.

In the later essays in .Hornings in Hexico Lawrence describes 
the vital contact achieved through the Indian dances,' What was sym
bolized in the winding movement down the hills to the marketplace is 
rendered more vividly in the circular, rhythmic treading of the earth.
The dancers are " giving themselves again to the pulsing, incalculable

' - . . . ■ • - ■ 
fall of the blood, which forever seeks to fall to the centre of the

earth, while the heart like a planet pulsating in an orbit, keeps up
the strange, lonely circulating of separate human existence8 (48-4g:)-,
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Finallyg 'the spark of eontaot between man and the universe» between 
sky and earth, becomes manifest in the 11 little. seed#H in “the spring- 
ing of the eorn" (Sl)0

The theme of relatedness is amplified not only through the 
drama of the dances, but through explication of the Indians* animis
tic beliefs o “To the Indian there is no conception of a defined Sod* 
Greation is a great flood, .forever flowing, in lovely and terrible 
waves. In everything, the shimmer of creation, and never the final
ity of the created, Mover the distinction between God and God*s 
creation, or between Spirit and .Matter** (IE, 51)» Mor is there a 
distinction between Me and Mot-He, between me and the universe <, The 
virtue to be learned from the Indians is the acknowledgement of and , 
the intense response to the wonder of creation, “It is a valiant 
putting forth of , , , strength to meet and to run forward with the 
wonder** (1M, 55), According to Lawrence, in the great ages of which 
the Indian civilization is one of the few remnants, •

the whole life-effort of man was to get his life into 
direct contact with the elemental life of the cosmos, mountain- 
life, cloud-life, thunder-life, air-life, earth-life, sun-life.
To come into immediate felt contact, and so derive energy, power, 
and a dark sort of joy. This effort into sheer naked contact, 
without an intermediary or mediator is the root meaning of re
ligion, and at" the sacred races :the runners hurled themselves 
in a terrible cumulative effort, through the air, to come at 
last into naked contact with the very life of the air, which 
is the life of the clouds, and so of the rain,- "

There is no sense of competition in these sacred races. The runners
hurl themselves forward just as the dancers tread the earth with

^  "Hew Mexico," Phoenix, pp, 146-147,
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pulsating rhythm in the effort to establish connection with the ener
gies of the universe, "to gather into their souls more and more of 
the creative fire" (MM, 5̂ )°

Dexter Martin tells us that hawrence misinterprets the Pueblo 
religion very slightly in that the Indianst ."main concern is not with 
feeling alive but with getting things done0 » » „ When power from the 
universe is wanted, it is for practical purposes, not for pure exper- 
ienceo” Martin goes on to say that fmostly Dawrence deals, without 
realizing it, with-what he could believe, or nearly believe, if he 
were an Indian» But that is a limitation, not an invalidation,, It

■ ■ • ' ■ - ' ■ ' '' ■ ' '' •' ‘ ■ imerely makes him incomplete'o ' „ e » And completeness was not his ainu " 
His aim was to demonstrate through his. descriptions of the In

dians the principle of vitality inherent in the universe and in man8s 
relation with it0 Martin says that Lawrence was quite right in main
taining that the basic reality for- the Pueblos "is life, aliveness, 
vitality, creativeness-i-the Life idiich creates and animates every- 
thingo"^ And this, was what Lawrence felt the modern world of the 
" white monkey” needed a good, deal more of„

What can a man do with his life but live it? And what
does life consist in, save a vivid relatedness .between man
and the living universe that surrounds him? let man insulates 
himself more and more into mechanism, and repudiates everything

' ̂  11D6 H» Lawrence arid Pueblo' Religions An Inquiry into 
Accuracy,",Arizona Quarterly, 1% (Autumn, 1955), 250»

. 42 Ibid.. Uo 254c . : . ;
^  Ibid.. p. 222o . _ , .
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but the machine and the contrivance which he him
self is mster9 god in the machine <, ̂

The. themes, of Hornings in Mexico are greatly amplified in The 

Plumed Serpent, In this long novel Lawrence creates a complete my
thology and religion based on the'concepts. of harmony between oppo
site ss relatedness, and vitalityo Immersed in these ideas when he 
returned to Italy, he could no longer find an adequate symbol in the 
Italian peasant<, But his visit to the Etruscan tombs in 192-7 sug
gested another framework of experience for his philosophy<> "His 
last iia jor attempt to. capture the spirit of place led him back thou
sands of years to a world that may. have existed in history, but was 
more likely one he desired to believe existed in order that it might

• h £v v • . -  •• ■live again," y Lawrence had done a great deal of reading on the 
Etruscans, but so little is known about this lost civilization that 
he was relatively free .to!speculate, to inject his own vision of the 
ideal life into his interpretation of the Etruscan relics, as he had 

done in his evaluation of the Indian experiences. As Widmer puts
it,."Lawrence* s exotic interest in such pre-historie civilizations

* * A xas the Etruscan is more utopian projection than primitivism,9
Again a highly developed animism gives cosmological support 

to the themes of relatedness and vitality.

^  "Pan in America," Phoenix, p, 2J0 
*5 Hehls, "Spirit of Place," p. 288„ 

Widmer, p, 5̂ 7»
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I© the StrasoaB all ̂ g; alive| the whole universe lived? 

and. the business of man was himself to live amid it all.
He had to draw life into himself<, out of the wandering huge 
vitalities of the world* fhe coaaos was alive like a vast, 
creature 0 ♦ * and had a great soul s or animas and in spite 
of one great soul, there were myriad roving, lesser soulss 
every man, every creature and tree and lake • and mountain and 
stream, was animate, had its own peculiar consciousness* And 
has it today* (BP, 49)

Because the same great soul permeated all things, all things 
.were related in it* There were no clear-cut lines between the life 
of animals or plants and the life of the sun, the ocean, the monn= 
tains» And man saw himself not as. a transcendent form of existence, 
capable of analyzing. and explaining away the mysteries of the uni
verse, but as a part of the seething life around him*

It must have been a wonderful.world, that old world where 
everything appeared alive and shining in the dusk of contact 
with all things, not merely an isolated individual thing - 
played’upon by daylight? where each thing had a clear outline, ' 
visually, but in its very clarity was related emotionally or 
vitally to strange other things, one thing springing from 
another* (EP, 63) . .

The sense of contact was carried into human relations as.well?
That * * * is one of the charms of the Etruscan paintings? 

they really have the sense of toueh? the people and the 
creatures are all really in touch*; It is one of the rarest 
qualities in life as well as in art*, There is plenty of 
pawing and laying hold, but no real touch* The touch does 
not come from the middle of the human being*.* * * Here, in 
this faded Etruscan painting, there is a quiet flow, of touch 
that unites the man and woman on the couch, the timid boy 
behind,rthe dog that lifts his nose, even the very garlands 
that hang from the wall* ' (BP, 45-46)

From the essential contact between man and man and between 
man and the universe, a deep vitality, practically unknown in the 
modern world, was derived* In depicting the vitality of the Indians, 
Lawrence11 s emphasis seems to have been on intensity? through the



great, energy and eoneentration of their daneers and their rmmere, 
the Indians struggled to achieve eentaet; srith the sources of energy 
in the universeo In Etruscan Placesa however„ Lawrenee. alters this 
theme slightly,, Vitality becomes practically synonymous with natu- 
ralnesse The vitality of the Etruscans resulted from an easy, eare-= 
free, harmonious relation with the universe^ -There is never a hint 
of effort or strains Their dancing is not a sustained effort to 
absorb the creative vitality of the universe, but rather a gay mani
festation of their achieved harmony with all life. The new emphasis 
on harmony is suggested in a letter to Earl Brewster written shortly 
before the Etruscan trip* Lawrence tells his friend that he was
trying "to keep the middle of me harmonious to the middle of the

universe,11 ̂  .
In Etruscan Places the words "vitality," "life," "natural," 

"fresh," "harmonious" appear on page after page as Lawrence revels
r ' ' j ?

in his discovery of a people who did not have to try to remain harmo
nious with the "middle of the universe0" The Etruscan writing demon
strates their vitality: "there are the writings on the wall » , ,
little sentences freely written in red paint or black, or scratched 
in the stucco with the finger, slanting with the real Etruscan care
lessness and fullness of life" (Eg, 11), In the desigm of their

■* - ■temples, this quality is apparents
thi Etruscans made small temples, , , , But then, outside, 

they had friezes and cornices and crests of terra-cotta * , ,



terra^eotta plaques fitted neatly, and alive with freely 
modelled painted figures in relief, gay dancing creatures, 
rows of ducks, round faces like the sun, and faces grinning 
and putting out a tongue, all vivid and fresh and unimposinge, 
o e o There seems to have been in the Etruscan instinct a 
real desire to preserve the natural harmony of life. (353?, 2^26)

Throughout the book Lawrence praises the liveliness of the Etruscan 
art® Admitting that it will not satisfy those who crave, the classic 
conventions, he says, 11 Get over the strange desire we have for ele

gant convention, and the. vases and dishes of the Etruscans ® „ ® 
begin to open out like strange flowers, black flowers with all. the 
softness and the rebellion of life against convention, or red-and- 
black flowers painted with amusing free, bold designs” (32)® And 
of the magnificent murals in flThe Painted Tombs of Tarquinia” he 
writes, “Shis sense of vigorous, strong-bodied liveliness is charac
teristic of the Etruscans, and is somehow beyond art® You cannot 
think of art, but only of life itself” (39)= Even the construction 
of the tombs manifests the wonderful harmony with life of the people 
laid to rest in them:

The tombs seem so easy and friendly, cut out of rock under
ground® One does not feel oppressed, descending into them® It 
must be partly owing to the peculiar charm of natural propor-. 
tion which is in all Etruscan things of the unspoilt, unroman- 
tieised centuries® There is a simplicity combined with a most 
peculiar, free-breasted naturalness and spontaneity® (12)

Most significant, however, is the vitality in the lives of 
the people, convincingly imagined by lawrence0 The phallus and the 
arx,.or womb, appearing on every tomb in the necropolis at Gerveteri 
indicate the forthright sensuality of the Etruscans® ”The Etruscan 
consciousness was rooted quite blithely in these symbols, the phallus
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and the arx" (l4) 0 The phallus, for Lawrenceg l!represents a,deep*

* - - * * ^ * ’ JTj O

deep life which has.been denied in us* and still is denied*8. As
we have seen* Lawrence*s descriptions of the paintings in the tombs* 
of the dancing* the banqueting* the hunting* the loveraaking, render 
that deep life and acceptance of life* . Te Mm. it was as if the 
paintings themselves "were the very life of the Etruscans* dancing 
in their coloured wraps with massive yet exuberant naked limbs* 
ruddy from the air and the sea-light* dancing and fluting along 
through the little olive trees* out in the fresh day" (EF* 39)° Even'
"the slaves in the tombs are surging with full life" ($6)* So strong
was the vitality and the profound relationship of the Etruscans with 
the living universe that , death itself could not put an end to its 
"In the tombs we see it; throes of wonder and vivid feeling throbbing 
over death, Man moves naked and glowing through the universe. Then 
comes deaths he dives into the sea* he departs into the underworld" 
(52=55).,: Death "was just a natural continuance of the fullness of
life. Everything was in the terms of life* of living" (12),

©nee again* in Etruscan Places, the theme of duality and equi
librium asserts. itself , "Vitality depends upon the clue of the Holy
Ghost inside a creature* a man* a nation* a race,8̂  In the cos
mology of the Etruscans* "the universe* which was a single aliveness 
with a single soul * instantly changed, the moment you thought, of it,

Letters , ed, Moore * p, 967=

\ ^  Lawrence, Reflections., , , , p, 2l4,



and became a dual creature with two souls, fiery and watery, for ever 
mingling and rushing apart, and held by the great alivemess of the 
universe in an ultimate, equilibrium* (BP, 49-50)= The duality is 
suggested over and over again in the pictures of opposing animals 
found over the entrances to the painted tombss “The leopard and the 
deer, the lion and the bull, the cat and the dove, or the partridge, 
these are part ef the great duality, or polarity of the animal king=- 
dome But they do not represent good action and evil actiono ®n the 
contrary, they represent the polarised activity of the divine cos- 
aos* (56) o The;oqt.ilibrium of the Etruscans, like that of the Indi
ans, is not just a "rainbow*1 spanning the poles of the dichotomya 
Symbolized by the egg held in the hand of the dead Etruscan, the 
equilibrium is also "the round gera of heaven and earth * e * the 
plasm, also, of the living cell, with;its nucleus, which is the 
indivisible God of the beginning, and which remains alive and unbroken 
to the end, the etezMal quick of all thingsl! (50) 0 Or again, Lawrence 
speaks of it as 11 the soul, which, in every creature, in every tree or 
pool, means that mysterious conscious point of balance or equilib
rium between the two halves of the duality, the fiery and the watery”

(56)- : ' '
A minor theme of Etruscan Places: is found in Lawrence's discus

sion of the Etruscan leadership and government. Leadership is a 
problem he explored earlier in Aaron1 s Rod and Kangaroo,̂ His ideas 
on the sub ject are more fully developed in Reflections on the. Death 
of a Porcunine* In the essay * Aristocracy” in that volume, he suggests
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that some men are natural aristocrats, on a higher level than their 
fell owes® The eriterioh for this natural elevation is a deeper, 
fuller relationship with all thingso . The highest man, who should 
be the ruler, is in intimate contact with even the sun and moon,
•What do we mean by higher?" Lawrence' asks® 11 Strictly we mean more 
alive® .lore vividly alive o'1

The Etruscan hucumones, or princes, at the top of a hierarchy 
of priests, warriors, people, and slaves, were first religious lead
ers, then magistrates® They were the 11 clue to the Etruscan life* ($1)? 
not so much from the praetipal standpoint of governing, but because
they kept the people 11 in touch® physically, ■sd.th the mysteries. The

1 ' . , f _ _ , ' , ■ ,

9 touch* went from the Lucumo down to the merest slave8 (52) o Since
these men were more 8vividly alive, 8 they were the natural rulers
according to

the ancient idea of kings, kings who are gods by vividness, 
because they have gathered into themselves core after core of 
vital potency from the universe, till they are clothed in scar
let, they are bodily a piece of the deepest fire® Pharoahs 
and kings of Nineveh, kings of the East, and Etruscan Lueumones, 
they are the living clue to the pure fire, to the cosmic vitality 
® o ® „ They, in their own. body, unlock the vast treasure-house 
of the cosmos for their people, and bring out life, and show the 
way into the dark of death® (BP® 51) "

Another idea suggested in Etruscan Places and later fully
developed in Apocalypse is the potency of symbols® Only the Lucumo
truly understood the mystical religion, the ,fesoteric knowledge8 5 the 

. " , 
people only felt it • through symbols transmitted from generation to
generations 8The people are not initiated into the cosmic ideas, nor 

Reflections ® ® ® ® p® 207®



into the awakened,throb of more, vivid eo»seieusness0 Try as yon - 
may, you can never make the mass of men throb with full awakened- 
nesso They cannot be more than a little aware» So you must give 
them symbols, ritua.1 and gestures, which will fill their bodies 
with life up to their own full measure" (EP, %)<, Tindall traces 
this idea to Lawrence1 s knowledge of theosophy? ,fW e 0 Blavatsky 
gave Lawrence two important ideas? which affected several of his 
later works ? the idea of the primitive religious Utopia and the 
idea of ancient myths and symbols as the way of understanding and 
r e t u r n T h e  themes of Etruscan Places are, for the most part, 
based on Lawrencefs interpretation of the many symbols in the 
tombs-*-the dolphin, the duck, the lion and deer, the bird and ser
pent, the, Ohimaera, the water, the egg held by the man, the mirror 
or pomegranate held by the woman, the wrestlers, the man being 
bitten by a dog, the four horsemen, the fringed scarf, the vermil
ion skin.

So the symbolism goes all through the Etruscan tombs» It 
'. is very much the symbolism of all the ancient worlds But here 
it is not exact and scientific, as in Egypt® It is simple and 
rudimentary, and the artist plays with it as a.child with fairy 
stories® nevertheless. It is the symbolic element which rouses 
the deeper emotion, and gives the peculiarly satisfying quality 
to the. dancing figures and the creatures (EP, 57) °

Intrigued as he was with the power of the pagan symbols to 
awaken the consciousness of the ancient Etruscans, Lawrence1 s chief 
concern, as we have seen, was with the filling of the bodies of

Be H® Lawrence and.Susan » .» », pp. 1$8-159® '



modern men 11 with life up te their own full measure0" Hence as 
Tindall notes, "he found sermons in such mms, walls and symbols as 
survived, and he bitterly blamed the Romans whose aqueducts and sew
ers had removed all other traces of ancient virtue0"? Intoning 
throughout the book and forming an overlying theme reinforcing all 
the others is the contrast between the Etruscans and the Romans and 
betwreen the Etruscans and modern mem, who have persisted in the values 
and way of life of the Romans<, "Here Is Lawrence*s anti= civilizatiom 
philosophy again, with the Romans and the Etruscans as value™symbols0 
Lawrence at this time frequently thought of the Romans in terms of 
modern civilization! theirs was a materialistic social order that, 
like the scientific and industrial world of the 19th and 20th centu
ries, crashed the Instinctual faculties of man*"^

Because of the Etruscan insistence on the symbols of the phal
lus and arx, according to Lawrence, they were annihilated by the 
Romanso "The new world wanted to rid itself of these fatal, dominant 
symbols of the old „ » 0 physical world" (BP, 14)„ With this annihi
lation, the Romans initiated the mechanical force that now dominates 
the world.

The old religion of the profound attempt of man to harmonise 
himself with nature,and hold his own and come to flower in the 
great seething of life, changed with the Greeks and Romans into 
a desire to resist nature, to produce a mental euming and a 
mechanical force that would outwit Mature and chain her down

^  Bo H. Lawrence and Susan 0 . n. 118.
- 55  ' . ' -Moore,. Life and Works . Uo 290,



completely, completely, till at last there should be nothing 
free in nature at all, all should be controlled, domesticated, 
put to man6s meaner uses* (BP, 75)

In the broken tombs Lawrence sees #the dancing legs of a man, and 
there is more life in these Etruscan legs, fragment as they are, 
than in the whole bodies of men today’* (44)«, Sitting in the square 
of modern larqminia watching the peasants coming home from the fields 
he Imaginatively transforms the .scene before him into a brilliant 
vision of Etruscan life. ’’Music sounds in the dark streets, torches 
flicker, the whole place is-.eating, feasting, and « . . having a gay 
time" (59). But coming back to reality, he laments that "It is dif
ferent, now. She drab peasants, muffled in ugly clothing, straggle 
in across the waste bit of space, and the trail home, songless and 
meaningless. 'We have lost the art of living; and in the most impor
tant science of all, the science of daily life . . ., We are com
pletely ignoramuses" (59-60).

. fMs,..3a Etruscan Places. Lawrence reiterates and further 
develops, his favorite themes. Sere, as in the other, travel books, 
the spirit of place and the vivid impressions of people, on one level, 
are inextricably woven into a larger pattern shot through with meta
physical threads. The "pure passionate experience" may indeed pre
cede the. philosophy, as Lawrence tells us in the foreword to Fantasia# 
"These ’polly-analytics’ are inferences made afterwards, from the 
experience."^ But in the transformation of experience into art 

these " Inferences’’.— the essential evaluation of experience^-are 
forcefully conveyed.
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The Mographieal experience ©n which Lawrence8s travel boeks 
are baaed, hia skillfal rendering sf that experience through lan
guage that appeals directly to the senses, and his evaluation of 
the experience expressed in general themes may be viewed as three 
levels involved in the total aesthetic structures of the books0 The 
ultimate question in assessing the merit of a literary work is 
whether or not the various, levels, are assimilated into a whole tran

scending the partso In this process of integration, experience is 
transformed into art* Modern critics variously describe the result 
as 58informed substance,# "aesthetic structure," or "achieved con
tent,"^ and generally agree that "the difference between content,

; v 2or experience, and achieved content, or art, is techniqueo11 Mark
Schorer interprets the often confusing concept of "technique" in the
broadest termss "Technique is really what To S* Eliot means by
8 convention8 $ any selection,, structure, or distortion, any form or
rhythm imposed upon the world of action! by means of which, it
should be added, our apprehension of the world of action is enriched

3 '■ - ■ 'or renewedo"

\ The terms are used.respectively by Eliseo Vivas * D* H* Law
rence s The Failure and Triumph of Art (Evanston, ill*, I960)., p.* 6j 
Rene leilelc and Austin Warren, Theory of Literature (Hew fork, 1956V 
p0 251! and Schorer, "Technique.as Biscovery," on* cit0, p* 67*

2. ’Schorer, ibid*
5 TT-v-irl Afi



Seme have suggested that Lawrence1s apparently spontaneous
writing Is devoid of technique* "One never catches Lawrenee-^this
is one of his most remarkable qualities””1arraBgingo1 Words, scenes
flow as fast and direct as: if he merely traced them with a free
rapid hand on sheet after sheet* Hot a sentence seems thought about
twice| not a word added for its effect on the architecture of the 

4phrase*" His metaphysical concern with the flow underlying a par
ticular • manife'statisB of reality, his constant emphasis on natural- 
-ness, spontaneity, immediate and full response to life rather than 
fragmentary conceptualization of experience, his hatred of convention 
and hyper-consciousness, are indeed reflected in his artistic method«

' Art, he thought, should flower from an immediate impulse 
towards self-expression or communication and should wither 
with: the passing of the impulse* « * * He allowed [his writings] 
to flower as they liked from the depths of his being and would 
never use his conscious intellect to force them into a: sem
blance of more than human perfection, or more than human uni
versality* It was characteristic of him that he hardly ever 
corrected or.patched what he had written*5

Because of the recent emphasis on highly conscious technique 
exemplified in the works of Joyce, Proust, Virginia Woolf and other 
of Lawrence1s contemporaries, his admirers have felt compelled to 
defend him by claiming that he was an artist, so to speak, in spite 
of himself * litter Byaner complains that Lawrence was too much con

cerned with ideas, but recognizes that 11he could not prevent himself

^  Virginia .Woolf, “Hotes on 0*1 IS*. Lawrence,11 The Moment and 
Other Essays (New York, 19-48) , p„ 95* . . \ . r

. r  . -  . -  ... 'y Huxley, Introduction, Letters* pp. xvi-xvii*



from being the artist**^ Anthomy West insists that hawrenee is 
primarily a "prophet" and "hostile to the business of a self- 
conseious attempt to create a work of art," but suggests that 
"there is, however, a good deal of artistry in Lawrence8 s writing, 
even if it is not produced by the sort of sentence and paragraph 
carpentry resorted to by the ordinarily artistic writers^*?

But in spite of the abundance of speculation on this topic, 
whether Lawrence1s application of "technique" was more consciously 
employed than he or his critics admit, or whether his aesthetic 
effects were arrived at intuitively is in fact irrelevant if not 
impossible to determineo According to Schorer, "everything is 
technique which is not-the lump- of experience itself, and one can
not properly say that a writer has no technique, or that he eschews 
technique, for being a writer, he cannot do soo"̂

le have observed numerous specific instances in which Law
rence used language:to render the precise quality of concrete exper
ience in the travel books and have noted the philosophic themes that 
accompany the experience^ Lawrence*s most brilliant technical 
achievement is the: fusion of these opposing elements in his arts 
" These opposites in tension create , a,.third thing, which is the

Bynner, p„ $20,
7 West, pp, 8$-840 . '
Q
Schorer, "Technique , , o," pp, 68-̂ 9•
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visiom Lawrence intended<, > »• 0 .Arrangements of prose and poetry, 

of recitative and aria, or of sermon and example, achieving a greater 
effect than, contrast, create a meaning expressed by none of the parts 
The problem with which we are now concerned is the technique whereby 
Lawrence translated his complex vision into language»

For purposes of analysis, Scherer1s broad definition of tech
nique may be broken down into more specific categories. Organization 
of material, continuity, symbolism, texture, tone, point of view, 
rhythm and unity--qualities admittedly so closely interrelated as to 
be practically indistinguishable in a given work of art— are all in
volved. Even the most thorough analysis of these can only suggest the 
intricacy of an aesthetic structurej but if the estimation of Law
rence1 s travel books as works of art is to be fully : justified, the 

attempt must be made.
Written at different stages in his development as a writer and 

dealing with very different kinds of experience, the four books illus
trate a wide range of techniques. These can be most clearly discerned 

by considering each book separately.
Since the experience recorded in Twilight in Italy took place 

over a period of more than a year with a considerable lapse between 
the time on the Lag© di Gar da and the walk through Switzerland, the 

book derives little advantage from, chronological unity, lor does 
Lawrence attempt to impose a chronological order on the account. The 
•first^person point of view prevails•throughout the book? but Law
rence seems to be only a remote observer in some sketches, whereas

9 Tindall,'Introduction, The Later B. 1. Lawrence, p. xi.



his personality plays an important part in others« Consequently,, 
the tone varies widely, from the highly poetical observations in 
i11 The Crucifix Aeross the Mountains* to the warmly human records of 
conversations with the citizens of .Gargrand and San Gawdenzioo 
.nevertheless, the book is highly unified, primarily through the 
presentation of a series of symbolic variations on a theme—-more 
precisely, on several Interrelated themes* Specific experience, in 
the form of scene, person, action, place, or object, functions almost 
invariably as an 11 objective correlative11 for Lawrence1 s thoughts and 
emotions. The complex texture thus created is enriched by the simul
taneous operation of these symbols on several levels®

The book as a whole presents an. 8 objective correlative11 for 
the twilight or transition between two life modes® On one level, 
Italy illustrates the passing of the old agricultural way of life 
as the influence of industrialism encroaches; on another, it symbol
izes the metaphysical confusion of the two. Infinitess 8the flesh 
neutralising the spirit, the spirit neutralizing the flesh8 (51)*

A symbolic variation occurs in the contrast of sunny Italy, here 
representing the sensual mode of life, with the frozen-Morth, 
clearly associated with the sterile supremacy of mind and spirit®
The , sections dealing with life on the Lago di Sarda are framed by 
experience in Bavaria and Switzerland where “the ice and the. upper 
radiance of snow are brilliant with timeless immunity from the 
flux. and the warmth of life11 (8) »
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ttThe Crucifix Across the Eoumtaims*. presents a charming 

description of the various crucifixes encountered along the Imperial 
road through the Tyrol to Italy, while its symbolic implications form 
an introductory statement of Lawrence*s;themes0 In the earlier ver
sion of the. essay9 9Christs in the Tirol»9 the arrangement of mater
ial . seems arbitrary and the relations between peasants and crucifixes 
are not thoroughly developed o'*-® Whereas the revised version in 
Twilight in Italy illustrates a clear progression from the crude 
peasant crucifixes, reflecting the ^absolute reality of the sensuous 

experience9 (11)j to the elaborate but ghastly Christ in the baroque. 
chapel , whose 9body is a mass of torture, an unthinkable shame” (25) <> 
The latter is associated, not with the life of the people, but with 
the 9white gleam on the. mountaintops » » » .a glisten of supreme cyn
ical horror11 (24) o Through the intricate interrelations of the three 
central symbols, crucifixes, peasants, and mountains, the essay be
comes a powerful objective correlative, evoking a keen sense, rather 
than a mental concept, of the antithetical J: forces in human life*

In 9The Spinner and the Honks," an account of a Saturday 
afternoon stroll in the hills above Garguano, Lawrence piles symbol 
on symbol, creating a remarkable aesthetic structure* Carefully 
selected descriptive details first produce a revealing contrast be

tween the "Church of the Dove" and the "Church of the Eagle*" Then 
Lawrence himself becomes the symbol of one pole of existence as he

10
See "Christs in the Tirol," Phoenix* pp. 82=86.
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makes his way through the "tisy, chaotic baek=ways of the village . a „ 
like venturing through the labyrinth made by furtive creatures, who 
watched from out of another element. And I was pale, and clear, and 
evanescent, like the light, and they were dark, and close, and con
stant, like the shadow" (52), .

On the terrace above the town, where the Church of the Eagle 
perches, Lawrence encounters the old spinning woman® With detailed 
description of her dress, her features, her movements, her relation 
to the landscape around her, he renders a memorable figure® Siffial-. 
taneously, the brief scene suggests, as one critic puts it, "the 
gulf which separates the sophistication and self-consciousness of the
North from the eternal self-centered wisdom of the peasant South of

ll1.’Europe®1* Overcome by the completeness of this woman— "she was her
self the core and centre to the world" (4©)— Lawrence feels himself 

an outsider, n© more than "a piece of the environment1* in her pres

ence (59) »
Hurrying away from this scene, he goes to search for flowers 

in a deep gorge, "a complete, shadowless world of shadow" (52)® But 
soon he clambers out of the damp and darkness, 1*anxious to get back to 
the sunshine before the evening fell® (46)® In the upper world, the 
entire landscape is Immersed in radiant sunlights "There was no 

shadow, only clear sun-substance built up to the sky".(47)® At this 
juncture, Lawrence spies below him two monks in deep conversation

Tenenbaum, p® 125®
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•walking back and forth "in their wintry garden of bony vines and 
olive trees8 (48), As twilight descends and the monks continue 
pacing to and fro "with a strange, neutral re^ilarity8 ($0), Lawrence 
observes that "neither the flare of day nor the completeness of night
reached them, they paced the narrow path of the twilight, treading in
the neutrality of the law, . Heither the blood nor the spirit spoke in 
them" . Meanwhile the snow on the mountain ridge far above "grew
rosy incandescent" with the last rays of the setting sun, Fin the 
rosy snow that shone in heaven over a darkened earth was the ecstasy 
of consummation, Sight and day are one, light and dark are one, both 
the same in the moment of ecstasy, light fused in darkness and dark
ness fused in light, as the rosy snow above the twilight" (51)« Thus
the symbolic suggestions throughout the chapter seem to rise to a
crescendo in the final scene where the monks represent the ultimate 
confusion and negation of the two Infinites while on the sunlit moun
tains "day hovering in the embrace of the coming night" (55) symbol
izes the ecstasy of consummation in the flesh and the spirit.

Immediately following this climactic contrast, Lawrence writes, 
"Between the roots of the olive tree was a rosy-tipped daisy just 
going to sleep, I gathered it and put it among the frail, moony 
little bunch of primroses, so that its sleep could warm the rest"
(51), A seemingly trivial action, in the context of the essay, this 
mixing of daylight and "moony" flowers in a bouquet provides a charm
ing and subtle symbolic variation on the theme. It exemplifies what
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Bayraond Wright* discussisg Ijawreme©® s fiction̂  refers to as "nom- 

human analogies": ".formulations in terms of birds and beasts (and
sometimes flowers) which may' anticipate9 modify, or replace discraS.

ip • ’sive analysisan
Although the spinner and the monks are vividly realised as 

figures in a landscape, in accordance with the tone and intention of 
the sketch, they appear more as symbolic substances than as fully 
rounded individuals«, In the later chanters of Twilight in Italy, 
however, we see haw^ence participating in the daily life of Gargnano 
and San Saudenzi© and meeting many of the people he came to know 
during his stay on the hago di Garda0 •The monkey-faced padrone and 
his wife, Snrico Persevalli, Paolo, Maria, Giovanni, II Duro,and 
John are all rendered as unique’ individuals* Yet they are all em
bodiments of the old order or the new, of the Supreme Self fulfilled 
in profound sensual relation with the environment or of the old Self 
slowly submerging in the struggle towards union with the ITet-Self, . 
in the assertion of the spirit* Similarly, through dialogue and 

action in the scene in a Swiss inn, the "Italians in Exile* are 
vividly presented as a group of individualsj but, at the same time, 
they suggest different degrees on the continuum between the poles 
of flesh and spirit. Self and Hot-Self* The Englishman whom Lawrence 
meets on "The Return Journey11 is a "real person,11 but also a symbol

12 "Lawrbnee* s Non-Human Analogues," Modern Language Notes* 
L i m  (lay,. 1961), 427* . . . '
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of the triwph of mind and will over the body? •He would not give 
inc On hie holiday he would walk to fulfil his purpose, walk on? no. 
matter how eruel the effort were, he would not rest, he would not 
relinquish his purpose nor abate his will, not be one jot or tittle. 
His body must pay whatever his will demanded, though it were tor
ture” (277),

Speeifie places described- in twilight in Italy also have mul
tiple meanings. In the section entitled •the hembm Gardens,• the 
dark and clammy enclosure protecting the trees from winter weather 
suggests an underworld, the trees, and even the pillars supporting 

them, seem •only grand shadows of themselves® (88)0 the description 
suggests the inadequacy of the way of life symbolized in the phallic 
pillars, the Gne Infinite, ttHere we are trees, men, pillars, the 
dark earth, the sad black paths, shut in an enormous box” (88) „ the 
sensual consummation is enclosed in the Self, cut off from further 
fulfillment through the Hot-Self or outer world, the citron hanging 
•heavy and bloated upon so small a tree, that he seems a dark green 
enormity” is analogous to the Italian, whose eoneentration in the 

senses prevents him from emerging into a fuller life,
the sketch on ”San Gaudenzio” dramatizes the passing of the 

old way of life in Italy in the account of the Fiori family, Gon- 
eluding the sketch is an effective symbolic variation on the theme 

in the description of the place:
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Below the house, where the land drops in sharp slips to the 
sheer cliff9 s eige, e » > there are the. deserted lemon gardens 
of the little territory3 snmg down below > «• » there they stand, 
the pillars and walls erect, but. a dead emptiness prevailing, 
lemon trees all dead, gone, a few vines in their place* , ♦ » ’
The grape hyacinths'flower in the cracks, the lizards ran, this 
strange place hangs suspended and forgotten, forgotten for ever, 
its erect pillars utterly meaningless* (!72=17$)

The passage gains impact through its echo of the earlier description
of the lemon house * But here the symbolic emphasis is slightly varied?.
the scene suggests not so meh the inadequacy as the gradual dying of
the. phallic way of life which has reigned supreme in Italy for many
centuries*

Even lawremee* s style, his use of language, may be said to 
function symbolically* In the description of the. interior of the 
"Ghurch of the Eagle,:8 for example, the rich sensual diction with its 
sexual overtones not only immediately renders the. scene, but symbol
izes the 8eagle8 aspect of the. church* Similarly, the slow rhythm 
and the baek= tracking repetition of the description of the monks 
symbolizes the monotony and meaninglessness of their pacings

They marched with the peculiar march of monks, a. long,
. loping stride, their heads together, their skirts swaying 
slowly, two brown monies with hidden hands, sliding under 
bony vines and beside, the cabbages, their heads always to= 
gether in hidden converse *.
d o o o  ‘ 4> o o  o o  d o 0 0 0 o d o  o  d o o d o o , O  d  o  d

And • still the monks were pacing backwards and forwards, back
wards and forwards, with a strange neutral regularity* (48-50)

Introducing the San Gaudenzio section is a magnificent deserip- ■
tion, several pages long, of the changing seasons along the Lago di
Safda* The myriad sharp sensory images of flowers, trees, hills, 
sunlight, of blossoming, ripening, and slow decay produce a keenly
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felt sense of the natural. phenomena0 Siiaultaneously, the diction
and movement of the passage suggest the sensuality inherent in human
life, and the close association of man and mature„ Another symbolic
variation on theme appears in: uthe. Dance." Again the languages like
the dance it depicts surges to a climaxas the women were "flung
into a movement surpassing all movementv They were flung, borne
away, lifted like a boat in a supreme wave* into.the zenith and nave
of the heavens, consummate11 (l79”iSO) < The. style, as well as. the
content of the passage, symbolizes the metaphysical consummation
through the. Absolute of the sense So.

Occasionally in Twilight in Italy, not content to let the rich 
symbolism convey his evaluation of experience, Lawrence becomes 
absorbed in philosophic speculation̂  In "The Lemon Gardens,11. with 
no more of a springboard than the contrast between the bright exterior 
and dark interior of his -pension, he launches into a long exposition 
of his theme in abstract terms* He interrupts it long enough to give 
us a symbolic scene in which the old padrone manifests his extreme 

chagrin over his childlessness« Being an Italian, he felt nulli
fied*"? it was as if his reality were not attested till he had a child" 
(78) o This sets Lawrence off again into the metaphysical realm of 
Infinites, Absolutes, Ultimate Wholes, Self and Selflessness, and 
the Holy' Spirit,, The essay concludes with the description of the 
lemon house, providing another effective symbol for the didacticism 
which precedes it. These objective equivalents in specific exper
ience, one feels, v,would have sufficed 0
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Interesting* often amusing, experience is plentiful in 11 The 

Theatre11 .sketch* At the same time, the symbolic significance of the
actors, the plays, and the behavior of various members of the audience

' ' : ' ' . . . is readily apparent^ But again Lawrence.feels impelled to elaborate0
Analyzing Hamlet at length in philosophieai terms and from an his
torical point of view, he goes far beyond the immediate experience of 
the performance, thus tiring the reader and destroying the unity and 
development of the essay..

Such discourse is certainly, expected and permissible in the 
essay form. In Fantasia of the Hhconscious * 8The Grown,8 ,fReflections 
on the Death of a Porcupine8 and mary other, essays by Lawrence in which 
his sole purpose was the formulation of philosophic theories, there can 
be no objection to the presence of high-flown speculation and abstract 
terminology. But in the travel books, he had chosen to deal with 
experience concretely. Hence the lengthy disquisitions in Twilight in 
Italy mar Lawrence*s otherwise brilliant execution through symbolic 

variations on a theme. • ' . ;

Ho such difficulty arises in Sea and Sardinia, which remains, 

to a greater degree than any of the other travel books, a simple account 
of experience. In contrast to Twilight in Italy, unity is provided here 
by an ordered chronology, for the book is a day-by-day, practically a 
minute-by-minute record of •Lawrencevs impressions on the Sardinian 

trip. The point of view of Lawrence, the keenly observant, though 
somewhat erratic tourist, is consistent throughout the book. While 
the tone varies with Lawrence8s reactions of amusement, irritation,
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boredom , d e l i g h t ,  o r  e c s t a s y ,  h e  i s  a lw a y s  f a c e  t o  f a c e  w i t h  s p e c i f i c  

e x p e r ie n c e o  Through an e x t r a o r d i n a r i ly  s u c c i n c t  s t y l e ,  c h a r a c t e r iz e d  

by s h o r t  s e n t e n c e s ,  o f t e n  fr a g m e n ts  b e g in n in g  w ith  th e  v e r b  or a  k e y  

a d j e c t i v e ,  L a w r e n c e .crow d s a  l a r g e  number o f  sh arp  d e t a i l s  in t o  a lm o s t  

e v e r y  p a ra g ra p h , t h e  r a p id  movem ent i m i t a t i n g  t h e  v ig o r o u s  p a c e  o f  t h e  

t r i p  i t s e l f  and g i v i n g  t h e  v a r io u s  e le m e n ts  in  th e  b ook  f u r t h e r  u n i t y  

i n  t h e  r a p id  p r o c e s s  o f  p e r c e p t io n ^

V a r ie t y  i s  a t t a in e d  th r o u g h  t h e  d i v e r s i t y  o f  t h e  e x p e r ie n c e  re n 

dered® W ith . t h e  same, p e n e t r a t in g ,  y e t  l i g h t  t o u c h ,  L aw rence m oves 

s w i f t l y  fro m  d e s c r ip t i o n  o f  la n d s c a p e  t o  a c c o u n ts  o f  s p e c i f i c  i n d i v i d 

u a l s ,  c o n v e r s a t io n  and a c t i o n ,  m in u te  d e t a i l s  o f  p e a s a n t  c o s tu m e s ,  

r e h e a r s a l  o f  t h e  lu n c h e o n  menu— a l l  i n t e r s p e r s e d  w it h  th e  r e s p o n s e s  o f  

L aw rence and t h e  11 q a e e n -b e e 11 (L aw ren ce1 s  p e t  name f o r  F r ie d a  in  t h i s  

book) t o  t h e  e x p e r ie n c e s  and o c c a s io n a l  b r i e f  r e f l e c t i o n s  on t h e  p a r t  

o f  th e  form ero  T h e - s e c t io n  e n t i t l e d  8 To H u o r o ,# f o r  e x a m p le , th e  

a c c o u n t  o f  a  fe w  h o u r s '  jo u r n e y  b y  m o to r -b u s , r a c e s  th r o u g h  d e s c r ip 

t i o n s  o f  t h e . s p le n d id  m o to r -b u s  en d  th e  s t e e p ,  lo o p in g  r o a d s ,  su g g e s 

t i o n s  o f  t h e  p e a s a n t s 1 f e e l i n g . a b o u t  t h e  h ig h -r o a d ,  o b s e r v a t io n s  o f  

t h e  p r i m i t i v e  la n d s c a p e  w h ich  i n s p i r e  tw o p a ra g ra p h s o f  r e f l e c t i o n  on  

p r im i t iv e  p la c e s  i n  g e n e r a l ,  . im m ed ia te ly  fo l lo w e d  b y  an  a c c o u n t  o f  

am o ld  p e a s a n t  in  w h ite  b aggy  b r e e c h e s  p e e l i n g  an  h a r d - b o i le d  eggo  

Then come d e s c r ip t i o n s  o f  a  c i t i z e n  o f  N u oro , th e  game i n  t h e  h i l l s ,  

m ore d ip s  and sw e r v e s  i n  th e  r o a d , a  c o l o r f u l  Sunday p r o c e s s io n  on a  

s u n l i t  r i d g e ,  t h e  s t r a n g e  c h a n t in g  o f  t h e  w o r s h ip p e r s ,  a  v i l l a g e  on  

a  g o ld e n  p la t e a u ,  p e a s a n t s  i n  t h e  f i e l d s ,  p e d e s t r ia n s  a lo n g  th e  r o a d .
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swift white goats, a limp mail bag, the price of bus tickets, the
Government loss on the bus system, the mountains at the highest
point in the journey, another town, more people, the architecture
of a lovely old inn, a dog by the fireplace, luncheon of wild boar
and good red wine, and conversation̂  Hothing is lost to the keen
sensitivity which serves as the unifying force of the book, but
the skillful presentation of experience in the natural order of
perception gives the book infinite variety within its framework*

The themes, less dominant in Sea and Sardinia than in the
other travel books, are developed primarily through imagery and
implication rather than symbolism* Lawrence greatly admires the
individuality and maleness of the Sardinian peasants* He first
comments on the beautiful black and white costumes when he sees
a peasant in Gagliaris

He walks with his hands loose, behind his back, slowly, 
upright, and aloof* The lovely unapproachableness, indomi
table* And the flash.of the black and white, the slow stride 
of the full white drawers, the black gaiters and black cuirass 
with the bolero, then the great white sleeves, and white breast 
gain, and once more the .black cap— what marvellous massing of 
the contrast, marvellous, and superb, as on a magpie*—
How: beautiful maleness is, if it finds its right expression*

(92-95)
Travelling through the Sardinian interior, Lawrence notices many 
of these distinct black and white figures; his brief comments each 
time form a motif running through the book, reiterating by impli
cation Lawrence6 s value judgment. On the way to: Mantes, he notes 
11 among the low, moor-1 ike. hill s., away in a hollow of the wide land
scape, one solitary figure, small but vivid black-and-white, working



alone* as if eternally6 (106)» Later* near Sorgono* "sometimes in 
the distance one"sees a black and white peasant riding lonely 
across a more open place* a tiny vivid figure" (129)» Lawrence 
emphasizes this motif by frequently contrasting the colorful peas= 
ant costumes with khaki uniforms* which seem to dehumanize the 

wearero "fhe Italians look curiously rabbity in the grey~green 
uniforms just as our sand~eoloured khaki men look doggy0 They seem 
to scuffle rather abased* ignominious on the earth* Give us back 
the scarlet and gold* and devil take the hindmost" (150)» Scarlet 
and gold* as well as mauve* madder brown* and emerald green* Law
rence finds in abundance in the costumes of the women* Described in 
glowing detail* these costumes too suggest a dignity and beauty lost 

in modern civilization* ,
The imagery through which Lawrence repeatedly presents the 

primitive landscape of Sardinia provides a farther, unifying motif*
The scenery, like the peasants* is vivid and distinct— and primitive* 
Just as the black and white figure of the man in the fields "distin

guish [s] itself from its background" (129)* the "brown-ruddy" cork 
trees in the woods stand "curiously distinct among the bluey-grey 
pallor of the others* They remind me* again and again* of glowing, 
coffee-brown*. naked aborigines of the South Seas* They have the 
naked suavity, skin-bare, and an intense coffee-red colour of 
unclothed savages" (1J6)*

Through his descriptions of the landscape more than those of 
the people, Lawrence indicates the strange inaccessibility of the
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place and the life-mode it representso Throughout the hook the 
hills and rolling moors of Sardinia suggest a strange remoteness»
“It is a wild, unusual landscape, of unusual shape.. The hills 
seemed so untouched, dark-blue, virgin-wild* „ , « In Italy and 
Sicily castles perching everywhere* In Sardinia none— the remote, 
ungrappled hills rising darkly, standing outside of 1i f (208)»
And the moors are. “wild, desolate uninhabited and unimhabitable“ 
(250)0 As Lawrence leaves the country, the landscape makes its 
last eerie impressions “The harbour was smooth as glass, and 
gleaming like a. mirror. Hills came round encircling it entirely—  
dark land ridging up and lying away out, even to seaward = * .» *
The dark encircling of the land seemed stealthy, the hills had a 
remoteness, guarding the waters in the silence11 (251)» Thus through 
motifs of imagery and implication, Lawrence conveys the unifying 
theme of primitivism*

Another thread tying the experience together and enhancing 
its meaning Is the contrast between the Italians and the Sardinians* 
In the first chapter covering'the journey through Sicily to Palermo, 
the many incisive sketches ©f people on the train platform and in 
the second-class compartments emphasise the Sicilian tendency to 
“hang together in clusters11 and fl the perfect drip of casual affec
tion and love“ they continually demonstrate * “So terribly physical, 
all over one another® ■ They pour themselves one over the other like 

so much melted butter over par snip si,(l6)0 The Sardinian peasants, 
on the Cther hand., are: independent, solitary creatures, suggesting



a mch' finer ideal of manhood„
One of the memorable passages in Sea and Sardinia is the 

brilliant description of Motant Etna at the beginning of the booko 
Multiple symbolic meanings are suggested in it, but particularly 
important in terms of the rest of the book are Lawrence' s refer-
enee to Etna as . " that wicked witch* (7) and M s  analogy between

' " ' ' 6 -Etna and @iree» "This timeless Grecian Etna, in her lower-heaven 
loveliness, so lovely, so lovely, what a torturel Hot many men can 
really stand her without losing their souls* She is like Circe* 
Unless a man is very strong, she takes his soul away from him and 
leaves him not a beast, but an elemental creature, intelligent and 

soulless o « * like the Etna.Sicilians" (9)* The suggestion subtly 
introduces the thread of interest in the souls of men* Amplifying 
the theme with a very different kind of experience, Lawrence closes 
the book with the account of a marionette play back in Palermo* He 
finds exciting examples of "beautiful maleness" in the marionette 
representations of Paladin knights* "Again the old male Adam began 
to stir at the repts of my soul* Again the old, first-hand indif
ference, the rich, untamed male. blood rocked down my veins" (294)* 
The men .of the medieval legend demonstrate "the. splendid reckless
ness and'passion that knows no precept; and no school-teacher, whose 

very molten spontaneity is their own guide” (295)° But opposing 
these men is an evil witch who destroys men8 s souls as does the 
Etna witch of the first chapter* "It is her old, horrible, girn- 
ing female soul which locks up the heroes, and which sends forth
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the awful and almost omnipotent malevolence^ This old, ghastly 
womans spirit is the very core of mischief 0 And I felt my heart 

getting hot against her as the hearts of the lads in the audience 
were* Red, deep hate .1 felt of that symbolic old ghoul=femalelf

(296). ■
Although at first sight Sea and Sardinia appears to be a 

simple chronological record of specific experience, closer aaaly~ 
sis demonstrates the presence of technique that transforms what 
might have been a diary account into a work of art* The organiza
tion of material, treatment of theme, and marvelously rich prose 
perfectly suited to the experience it renders are those of a poet, 
rather than of a travel guide. "The book written through Lawrence8s 
gay or fussy moods but always under the control of a penetrating 
vision, deserves a whole reading, like a good poem* And, like a 
good poem it may be continually read and re-read without wearing 
thin..11 ' . ' ' , . d ■

Mornings in Mexico, comprising a group of essays written 
at different times and dealing with different places, has none 
of the tight chronological and spatial unity of Sea and Sardinia, 
llor are tone and point of view consistent throughout. The first
sketch, "Oorasmin and the Parrots," records a humorous morning

. .scene in Lawrence's Mexican patio. Even the speculation on e.vo- 
lution which grows out of the dog and parrots episode is light 
and frivolous in tone, continually interrupted by more parrot

M oore. L i f e  and Works * .  . . n .  1 9 0 .  ■



imitation of the dog® The essay on the 11 Walk to Htaayapa8 is an 
account of a Sunday afternoon®s excursion made by Lawrence, the 
'•Senora,1® and Bosalino, the mo'zo® Maintaining the playful tone, 
Lawrence simply renders the experience, never missing an sppor= 
tunity for humor = He continues in the same vein in the next 
section, as he recounts a number of particular episodes concern
ing the mozo including the amusing description of the white man 
as he must appear to the Indian® . Through these three essays 
Lawrence is present in the first person participating in the 
experience he relates®

In 11 Market Day11 he is still dealing with concrete exper̂  
ienee, but he switches, to the second person— 11 The sarane men spy 
you, and whistle to you like ferocious birds” (#0)— and imbues 
the scene with heavy symbolic significance® The theoretical Law

rence takes over in ” Indians and Entertainment,{ j he compares ©reek 
drama and Indian dancing, contrasts the modern ”passion of dra
matic abstraction” (44) in movies and plays with the" Indian con
cept of entertainment, develops the theme of the difference between 
the white and Indian consciousness, and explains Indian religions 
beliefs, contrasting them with Christian concepts® Several pages 
of beautiful, detailed description of the Indian dances in this 
study anticipate the "Banco of the Sprouting Corn11 and "The Hopi 
Snake Dance” sections which follow® Still in the background, but 
as observer rather than as theorist, Lawrence dramatizes in these 
sections the discussion of the preceding study® In the last sketch.
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■A Little Moonshine and Lemea," he appears once again in the 
first person and resumes the' light tone of the first essayi back 
on the Mediterranean coast after his experiences in the Western 
Hemisphere, he reminisces about" cozy winter evenings 'on the 
Hew Mexican ranch, wondering how the Italian waiter would respond 
to a request for (iun poeo'di ehiar8 di luna, con eanella e limone

o „ o ” ( 8 2 ) „

In .spite of the divergences in.tone, even this brief sum
mary suggests a pattern or progression in the book* The three ; 
essays on the Indian dances were written before theifour sketches 
dealing with the experiences in jDaxaea*̂ . But by placing the four 
sketches at the beginning of the book, Lawrence establishes a 
progression from concrete experience with the Indian mozo to more 
general consideration of the Indians as a race, of their beliefs 
and way of life* The “Walk to Huayapa11 and the experiences with 

88 The Mozo11 occurred after the ^Market Day**^^ But since the
8Market Bay8 sketch introduces the symbolism and themes developed 

' - in the essays on the Indian dances, it is strategically placed at
the end of the Oaxaca experiences, forming a transition to the
speculative approach In, 8 Indians and Entertainment8 and the
symbolic presentations of the corn dance and the snake dance* The
style end tone of the final sketch, written sometime after Hovember
of 1925 when Lawrence arrived in Italy, recalls that of the earlier

llT"gee Aldington, Introduction, MM,. p* vle
L*. Bi Glark, 11 Ho Lawrence’s The Plumed Serpent<,11 .

Unpubl* diss*.(Bolumbia,.1962), p0 101o ,



essayso Thus the profound reflections on life, religion and man8 s 
relation to the universe, evoked by experience with the Indians, 
are framed by Lawrence in a. merry mood$ simply enjoying life*

The unity achieved through arrangement of material is rein
forced, as in Sea and Sardinia* by a series of specific images or 
motifs recurring throughout the book* The desert is full of 1izardq, 
the mountains are ."like some splendid lizard®. (10), Rosaline is sub
ject to ®black reptilian gloom,® he swells his throat like 11 a cobra,® 
a hawk swoops out of the sky looking for snakes, and the snake becomes 
a powerful symbol in the Hop! Snake Dance section* Similarly birds, 
particularly hawks and eagles, are associated with the Indians 

throughout the book* The obsidian knife of .Aztec mythology, appears 
in several contexts* And the dust and aridity, as well as the. char
acteristic vegetation of the desert, also contribute to the rich 
"imagistic structure composed by all the arts of. juxtaposition, cross- 
reference, and rhythm*®;.

Images forming a motif on one level, the birds, reptiles, and 
knives also have symbolic value in their association with the ®Indian 
consciousness® and reinforce the unifying theme of the Indian*

Another, recurring image is the circle— the "roundward motion 
of the tree-tips in a wind® (35) , the circling mountains in the 
"Market Bay® sketch and recalled in the concluding reminiscence, the 
circling of the Indian dancers* The circle also appears as a con

cept applied to time, space, and creation in various places in the

! —  - . / ■
Tindall* Introduction* The Later B* H* Lawrence* p* xiv*
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bookd B eea tise  11 sp a c e  i s  e ta r w d , and t h e  cosm os i s  sp h e r e  w i t h in  

sp h ere*  ( 56)s  a l l  t h i n g s  a r e  r u s h in g  to w a r d s  t h e  c e n t e r  w here th e  

" sp a rk  o f  c o n t a c t 11 o r  r e l a t i o n  o f  man w ith  man and w i t h  t h e  eircum =  

a m b ien t u n iv e r s e "  i s  r e a l i z e d ^  The I n d ia n s  dance .rotind and round  

th e  drum 11 w ith  b o d ie s  b e n t  a  l i t t l e  fo r w a r d , s h o u ld e r s  and b r e a s t s

l o o s e  and h e a v y , f e e t  p o w e r fu l b u t s o f t ,  th e  men t r e a d  t h e  rhythm

i n t o  th e  c e n t r e  o f  t h e  e a r t h 11 (4 8 )»  T hey a r e  s e e k in g  r e l a t i o n  w ith  

t h e  v i t a l  e n e r g y  o f  t h e  u n i v e r s e ,  harm ony w i t h  t h e  g r e a t  rhythm  o f  

t h e  u n i v e r s e » " I t  i s  t h e  d ark  b lo o d  f a l l i n g  b ack  from  t h e  m ind,

fro m  s i g h t  and s p e e c h  and k n o w in g , b a ck  t o  th e  g r e a t  c e n t r a l  so u r c e

w here i s  r e s t  and u n s p e a k a b le  ren ew a l*  (4 9 ) 'e

Thus, not only does the circle provide a unifying motif, but 
it functions as a symbol fusing particular occurrence and cosmology 
leal system. "The Indians wind down the circling hills to the vortex 
of the market-place to meet their fellows: the scene is a beautiful
symbol of the circling of all things towards a metaphysical center 
where there is contact and resto The circular dances symbolize the 
Indian belief s $ "To .the Hopi the origins are dark and dual, cruelty 
is coiled in the very beginning of all things, and circle after 
circle creation emerges towards a flickering, revealed godhead*
us) .1? : : ., ' : : • ■; . ■

The descriptions of the . Indian dances , in * Indians and Enter
tainment," "Banco of the Sprouting Corn," and "The Hopi Snake Dance"

17 For a thorough analysis of the circular symbolism of 
Mornings in Mexico in relation to The Plumed Serpent, see the tmpubl. 
disw. by 1. g. Olark, cit,, pp._ 2%-291<, ; ;
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are among Lawrence8 s highest achievements in the essay form. As we 
have seen, the dances symbolize while rendering the profound relat
edness of the individual man and the radiant universe; but in the 
magnificent rhythms of the prose, experience and theme are indivis
ible ,

Such electric description throbs through,the 8Dance of 
the Sprouting Oorn,11 where the rhythm, and sound and meta
physical implications of flying run and wheel, dip and stamp 
are caught up in perfect pattern in the long-linked echoes 
of perfect writing* = * » Here, and to a lesser degree in 
•The Hopi Snake Dance,,8 we. behold the living ground-swell of 
animism, of the reciprocity between Indian » * * and all the 
powers of n a t u r e * .

Technique, through which experience is transformed into art, seeks 
the ideal adaptation of language to subject matter, but only rarely 
does it produce such complete fusion of expression and matter as we 
find in these essays on the Indian damees* 11 toat Lawrence says of 
his dancers is true of his essays on them: - They are not represent
ing some thing o * . <, It is a soft, subtle being something*.8^

' ■ ' 'Finally, the book, through all its diversity of tone and

experience, achieves unity in the total effect it creates* Early in 
his career Lawrence recognized that "every continent has its own 
great spirit of place* .Every people is polarized in some particular 
locality. . *. . Different places on the face of the earth have dif
ferent vital effluence, different vibration, different chemical

Oarleton Beals, "The Divine Tourist" (Rev, of Mornings in 
Mexico), Saturday Beview of.Literature, IV (Aug, 27, 1927), 68.

^  Tindall,^Introduction, The Plumed Serpent, p. viii.
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exhalation, different polarity with different starss call it what 
yon like*. But the spirit of place is a great realiiyv"^0 In . 
Mornings in Mexico Lawrence8s remarkable sensitivity to these intan
gible qualities inherent in a place combines with his highly developed 
prose style to produce one of the most penetrating expressions of 
“spirit of place1' in English literature.

In Etruscan Places Lawrence evokes not so much the spirit of a 
place as the spirit of a culture, a society, in a sense the whole 
pagan world. In spite - of the fact that the essays were'published 
separately and not assembled in book form until after Lawrence's death 
the singular subject matter and the chronology of Lawrence's five-day 
journey through Etruscan towns give unity to the book.

Skillful presentation of this naturally unified material pro
duces several interesting rhythms operating through the whole. Hav- 
ing done a considerable amount of research on the Etruscans, Lawrence 
had a body of scholarly knowledge to work with as well as his firsts 
hand experiences. Bather than assembling these facts into a single 
introductory chapter, the most obvious method of disposing of them, 
he distributes them freely throughout the book, letting them heighten 
the interest of the particular experience wherever appropriate. The 
shifts of tone and manner thus produced are just enough to lend 
variety. Lawrence gives us a good deal of valuable background on the

^  Lawrence, Studies in 01assic American Literature (Hew York, 
, P, -16. - . - .
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Etruscans but never reduces Ms art to the manner of a history book0 
Bather he employs the objective data as,a motif, enhancing the aes
thetic structure of the whole0

Other rhythmic motifs grow out of the experience itself: 
continual contrast between the dark tombs and the bright spring day, 
alternating accounts of ancient life suggested by the Etruscan relics 
and immediate experience encountnred by Lawrence and Brewster on the 
trip. ."‘The novelist is always taking.the pen away from the poet 
brooding over old Etruria to show us modern Italy as it appeared 
twenty years ago in.these, places* He,was as much interested in the 
baker and his trap at farqminia and the boy Luigi who drove them to 
Tulci as in the antiquities.* But the consistent point of view of
the man beMnd both poet and novelist and the lively style in which 
both kinds of experience are rendered maintain the continuity. The 
shifts of focus from one world to another lend rhythm and intricacy 
to the structure of the book without destroying its unity.

Furthermore, these rhythmic alternations reinforce the theme 
of contrast between the rich natural life of the Etruscans and. the 
sterility of modern civilization. Lawrence* s interest in the Etrus
can remains was neither that, of the tourist nor the archaeologist, 
but that of a man in search of a better way of life; he ,(intended 
that these essays on the ram and bull-worshipping, the dancing, 
Etruscans afford another example to the modern world.8

^  Aldington, Introduction, Etruscan Places, p. vii.
" 22 ’ - ' ' - " - Tindall, B. E. Lawrence and Susan . . .. p. 118.
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This implication rums throughout the books but is particularly foree- 
ful when Lawrence brings the two worlds together in imaginative pro= 
jectieno Watching a dozen Italian women gathered around a bus, he 
suggests that nin the full, dark, handsome faces surely you see the ' 
lustre still of the life-loving Etruscans! . » .. surely there are 
o 6 » vivid, warm faces still jovial with Etruscan vitality, beau
tiful with the mystery of the unrifled ark, ripe with the phallic 
knowledge and the Etrascam carelessness!8 (16-17)« Sitting at the 
tin tables of a cafe in modem Tarquimia, watching the drab peasants 
straggle in from the fields at evening, he projects a scene from 
bright Etruria on the rather sordid modern settings

But in those days on a fine evening like this, the men would 
come in naked, darkly ruddy-coloured from the sun and wind, with 
strong, insouciant bodies; and the women would drift in, wearing 
the loose, becoming smock of white or blue linen; and somebody,
,surely would be playing on the pipes, and" somebody, surely, would 
be singingo „ « c The peasants would enter the clear, clean 
sacred space inside the gay-coloured little temple as they passed 
.i o o o One can almost hear them still, calling, shouting, piping 

, singing, driving in the mixed flocks of sheep and goats 0 , » and 
leading the slow, white ghostlike oxen, (58-59)

The vitality and natural harmony with the universe exemplified 
by the Etruscans is, as we have seen, the major theme evaluating and 
unifying the experience presented in the book. Hot only in the vivid, 
imaginative renderings of Etruscan life, but also in his response to 
the world around him at the present moment, Lawrence develops, this 
theme, What vitality is evident,. for example, in the morning walk . 

to the tombs!
We have » » left the high-road, following a path along 

the long hill-crest, through the green wheat that flutters and 
ripples in the sea-wind like fine feathers., in the wonderful
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brilliance ©f morning® Here- and there are tassels of mamve 
anemones, bits of verbena, many daisies, tufts of camomile®
On a rocky mound, ® ® ® the asphodels have the advantage, and 
send up their spikes on the bright fresh air, like soldiers 
clustered on the mount® And' we go along this vivid green 
headland of wheat ® * » with our faces to the breeze, the"sea- 
brightness filling the air. with exhilaration, and all the 
country still and silent® (64)

Like Twilight in Italy and Mornings in Mexico ® Etruscan Places 
is filled with symbolism® The book as a whole symbolizes the pagan 
way of life Lawrence admired® The tombs emphasize the death of this 
life® The Romans who destroyed the Etruscan civilization form the 
objective correlative for the antithetical mode of life which still 
prevails.® The Etruscans represented in the painted tombs symbolize 
.vitality and profound relatedness with the universe. Rendering not 
only the. paintings, but the depth of life portrayed in them, Lawrence 
once again fuses concrete experience and metaphysical ideal® And 
again, his vivid, rhythmic prose symbolizes vivid life in tune with 
cosmic rhythms® '

Wildly the bacchic woman throws-back her head, and curves 
. out her long, strong fingers, wild, and yet contained within 
herself, while the broad-bodied young man turns round to her, 
lifting his dancing hand to hers till the. thumbs all but touch® 
They are dancing in the open past little trees, and birds are 
running, and a little fox-tailed dog is watching something, „ ® ® 
Wildly and delightedly dances the next woman, every bit of her, 
in her soft boots and her bordered mantle, with jewels on her 
arms, till one remembers the old dictum, that every part of the: 
body and of the anima shall know religion and he in touch with 
the gods® (4l)

On a more specific level, Lawrence effectively employs the 
Etruscan symbols to convey his themes® "Howhere else does he write 
of his philosophy so clearly and understandably, perhaps, because to 
a certain extent the symbols had already been created for M m  in the
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painted walls of the tombso*^ Nevertheless, it demanded great 
artistic skill to infuse these dead and forgotten symbols with life,. 
Explaining them— or his interpretations of them"‘-would not alone 
suffice, and rarely does he indulge in long passages of speculation. 
Bather by rendering concrete images of the scarves, eggs, flowers, 
divers, dancers, birds, fish, fighting animals, and by repeating 
these images throughout his colorful descriptions, Lawrence endows 

the pagan symbols with the power to evoke in us, as they did in the 
Etruscans, a sense of the beauty and mystery at the heart of the uni
verse, What he says,of the paintings is true of his description of 
them: 11 The scene is natural as life, and yet it has "a heavy archaic
fullness of meaning" ($6)„ Thus, in Etruscan Places, as in the other 
travel books, the fusion of particular experience and general idea 
is complete,

Assimilation of various levels— experience, language, emotion 

or thought— has here been the criterion for appraising Lawrence’s 
travel books as works of art. His technique, illustrated by the sym

bolic variations on a theme in Twilight in Italy, the motifs' of image 
and idea in Sea and Sardinia, the expanding symbolism in Mornings in 
Mexico, and the alternative treatment of contrasting elements in 
.Etruscan Places succeeds in fusing concrete experience and general 
theme. Furthermore, through the vivid diction, 11 synaesthetic” imagery, 
effective pacing, skillful use of repetition, and remarkable rhythm

25 Hehls, "Spirit of Place," p» 288,
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exhibited in Lawrence*s style in the travel books, the fusion of 

matter and expression is fully realized* “Lawrence’s singing, 
ecstatic prose is the perfect conveyance for the passionate exper
ience narrated 0!l ̂

Lawrence’s own aesthetic, of course, involves no such theo
retical femulations as assimilation of levels* Rather, “for him 
a book was good only if it revealed some original vision of life,' 
some living, venturesome faith, or some new awareness, to use his 
favorite word, ©f the mystery of consciousness*,11̂  His presentation 
of the spinner and; the monks, the lemon gardens, the Fieri family, 
the performance of Hamlet in a email Italian town, the majesty of 
Mt„ Etna, the Sicilian townsmen, the Sardinian peasants, Bosalino, 
the Mexican market, the Hopi snake dancers, the Etruscan frescoes, 
the German student archaeologist, the malaria-wasted boy who drove 
him to the tombs at Vulci, the sunset at Volterra— indeed, these 
convey a “vision of life,11 a heightened awareness of “the mystery 

of eonsoieusness*11
As we have seen, the most essential element in Lawrence’s 

vision of life is the profound relatedness of all things* Inherent 
in this relationship is vitality1— the vitality of the individual man 
and the vitality of the vast universe* 33ms, for Lawrence, the
supreme achievement of art “is to reveal the relation between man

* 2(5and his circumambient universe at the living moment*11 In the

Moore, Life and Works .* * * „ p* 519=
25 Edward McDonald, Introduction, Phoenix, p* xix*
26 Lawrence, “Morality and the Hovel j* “Phoenix* p* 527,



travel books he realizes this aehievemeat==realizes it through the 
. teehnieal assimilation we have noted,. For. his fusion of experience 

and idea through - symbol / motif, and rhythm reveals the individual 
man at the living moment— the Italian or Sardinian peasant, the 
Mexican Indians the citizen of ancient Etruria— in relation to the 
tremendous universe as bawrence conceived it, with all its energies, 
dualities and reconciliations. And the fusion of matter and expres
sion so vividly renders this relationship that we too experience it 
and become immersed inr -the living universe Lawrence re-creates. By 
transforming his experience into art in the travel books, Lawrence 
fulfills his own highest goals he establishes a new connection 
between mankind, represented in his readers, and the circumambient 
universe presented in his art.
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